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OUR COVERiTest equipment for TVRO moves into the
'fast lane' as leading test equipment suppliers bring out
exciting new gear designed to simplify installations and
improve trouble shooting. On left, AVCOM PSA-35
analyzer and on right, Luly Tele-Communications
PSA-I2A. A look at the latest in testing aids starts in this
rssue.
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SpaceMate" is changing a lot of people's
minds about the practicality of a six-foot
satel l i te dish.

Over $.1-mil l ion have been invested in the
technology behind SpaceMate-and the
result is a dish that, with the proper electron-
rcs, provides exceptional video reception
from any C-band satellite.

SpaceMate has been engineered for con-
venience. l ts seven-piece dish and unique
polar mount fit into two compact boxes that
simplify storage and are UPS-shippable.
Plus SpaceMate's size makes it easier to
handle, reducing the man-hours required
for instal lat ion.

In addition, SpaceMate has been designed
for maximum consumer acceptance, with a"see-through" construction and ebony color
that reduces its visual impact regardless of
the surrounding terrain.

And SpaceMate is available for immediate
delivery.

lf you're one of those skeptics who thought
you'd never be satisf ied with the performance
of a six-foot dish, why not get more details,
or even a free demonstration? Distributors
contactTHE STOLLE CORPORATION, a sub-
sidiary of Aluminum Company of America,
1501 Michigan Street, P.O, Box221, Sidney,
OH 45365. Phone: 1-800-556-3203

Feedhorn not  inc luded.
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MAKING Money
Every new business problem creates an opportunity for new busi-

ness success. A company sel l ing 'blocks of ice, ' for example, to res-
taurants and bars in the 40s/50s and 60s found itself at a comoetitive
disadvantage when a competitor created a machine which produced
cubes of ice. The bars and restaurants were far better off purchasing
cubes than 50 pound blocks and the ice-block company soon found
its fortunes waning. lts response was to create a machine which could
be placed inside the restaurants and bars which made tons of ice
cubes per day. ln just a matter of years the ice company producing
blocks of ice closed down the ice plant and i t  became a' leasing com-
pany'which instal led on-premise ice cube making machines. The guy
in the middle, the ' interim technology'that made cubes of ice in his
own ice plant, faltered and failed.

Cable is an ' interim technology' in many ways. Mult iple channels
of TV delivered into the home via coaxial cable is certainly better than
a handful of channels delivered from terrestrial transmitters. But a
small dish in the hom€ directly connecting the home to hundreds or ul_
timat€ly thousands of channels is a far better (,ultimate,) technology.
Some of the brighter cable operators realize this and just as the ice-
block plant operator realized he had to bypass the delivery system to
comp€te with the fellow selling bags of ice cubes, the cable operator is
slowly awakening to the reality of direct-to-home delivery. Selling ice
cubes an a bag is very similar to delivering channels on cable.

An editorial in a cable trade publication for September is headlined'Making More Money. 'The editorial notes "Cable must develop new
sources (of revenue) to expand." Then the editorial, which is fol-
lowed by a three article series detailing the sale, installation, and
maintenance of home TVROs, states:

"Cable operators can profit from this (home TVRO) market
through sales, installation and service of backyard dishes to
people they cannot serve with cable. We believe that cable operators
are better suited to serve the backyard dish market than anyone else.
Who has had more experience in providing television reception
and programming than cable operators?"

Of course, the very concept that cable operators should become a
part of the TVRO marketplace is abhorent to many cable TV f irms. The
cable publication acknowledges this with "We'll be the first to admit
that asking a cable operator to sel l  home dishes is l ike asking him to
shake hands with the devil." But that does not stop the publication
from their bottom line recommendation, which is "lf you cannot beat
them join them. Cable can profit from this market through sales, in-
stal lat ion, and service of backyard dishes... ."

With limited exception, to date the primary battlefield between
cable and TVRO (dealers) has been in the programming arena.
Cable,as we have reported for several months now, wants to control
the programming. They have no plans to allow TVRO dealers to be a
part of the programming-marketing system. But now we see a new
interest, not just on the pad of a single publication but on the part of
cable overal l ,  to'sel l ,  instal l ,  and service backvard dishes. 'And here
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we have a cable publication reminding cable operators that they are
better suited to serve the backyard dish market than anyone else."
Those are pretty strong words o1 encouragement.

Now, suppose you picked up one of your own trade publications
and you read those words? Suppose you picked up say Satellite
Dealer and you read an editorial urging cable operators to get in-
volved in TVRO sales, because "cable operators are better suited to
serve the backyard dish market than anyone else?" As a TVRO
dealer, you would feel betrayed; you would be incensed that one of
your own trade publications was actively promoting your own demise
by urging your arch enemies to get more involved in your area of bus-
tness.

The editorial we are quoting from does not appear in Satellite
Dealer; i t  appears in SATguide. And SATguide is a publ icat ion de-
signed for cable operators while Satel l i te Dealer is, of course, a publ i-
cation designed for TVRO dealers.

Satellite Dealer and SATguide are, however, both published by
the same company (CommTek Publishing Company). And while the
September issue of Satellite Dealer is telling readers on its editorial
page "Cable TV operators are campaigning to take the home
satellite industry away from dealers like you" (page S) and "The

Cable TV industry's plan to monopolize the home satellite TV busi-
ness is simple" and "We think i t  is t ime to f ight back...",  SATguide is
telling its readers "SATguide presents a special report on how you
(the cable TV operator) can make the most of the opportunities in
the home TVRO market."

You see, there is so much potential money to be made from the
scrambling battles, that even publishers who wear two or more hats
are unable to resistthe temptation to talk out of both sides of theirtype-
writers at the same time in the same month in two separate publica-
tions. And lest Satellite Dealer and SATguide plead ignorance of what
their respective 'staffs' were doing in twin issues both dated Sep-
tember, be advised that both publ icat ions'share'the same president
and Publisher both share the same Editorial Director (Frank Finn),
both share the same Executive Editor (Bruce Kinnaird), both share
the same Copy Editor (Dana Yensen) and most damning of all, both
share the same Editorial 'Coordinator/Administrator' (Shiela lson). In
other words, when Satellite Dealer is telling TVRO dealers to fight
back, SATguide is telling cable TV operators "lf you can't beat'em,
jo in 'em"  (1 ) .

It is a strange commentary on our times and the present plight of
our industry that dol lars and dol lars alone guide so many decisions.
Alas, the examples go on...
FM America'Dangerous'?

Utah is not best known for innovation. For some reason, people
seldom get inspirations in Utah which change the course of world his-
tory. Perhaps all of that beautif ul scenery and those majestic mountain
peaks are so relaxing to the mind that people forget to be angry. Anger,
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. MAKING A BUCK lN Scrambling Confusion
o'FM AMERICA' Dangerous???
o BEWARE OF Advertising Contracts

COOP/ continued on page 66
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.ANALYZE'YOUR

TVRO INSTALL
PROBLEMS

A 'DREAM'
lmmediately after 'mastering' the use of the elementary

VOM (volt-ohmeter) the typical technician in any communica-
tions service field begins to dream of owning or having use of a
'spectrum analyzer.' Chances are the new tech does not yet
understand what an analyzer does (or does not do), or even
'why' he wants one. He simply knows that'the analyzer' is re-
puted to be the 'ultimate'test instrument in the field, and as fast
car. lovers dream of Corvettes, technicians dream of analyz-
ers.

Until very recently, this spring to be precise, a TVRO tech-
nician could dream of analyzers all he wished but he knew
they were far too high priced for his work or aptitude. That was
because 'analyzers' cost upwards of $5,000 and while they
seemed to be very pefect types of test instruments, the fact
that some cost $20,000 and yet others cost $60,000 had to
suggest that not all spectrum analyzers are created 'equal.'

A spectrum analyzer is a visual test instrument. So is
the TV set. But the analyzer differs from the TV set because
while a good quality, even 'calibrated' TV receiver or video
monitor can display the 'sum' of all of the TV picture (and
sound) parts (i.e. the composite or complete picture), the
analyzer has the ability to display any selected portion of the
incoming (RF/|F) TV signal; such as just the audio or just the
video or just the color, and so on.

The analyzer also has the ability to display not just a single
TV signal, as does a monitor or receiver, but the 'sum' of all of
the signals coming down a cable or from a satellite. This func-
tion has become increasingly important as block downcon-
version or BDC type receivers have gained in marketplace
use; where a single channel (transponder) used to travel
alone in a place of cable between antenna and indoors, now
we have as many as 12 channels (transponders) all traveling
together. And it turns out that many of our problems relate to
just some (or one) of these channels and the best way to deter-
mine the nature and solution to such a problem is to be able to
see the 'relationship' between each of the signals and the
others on the cable or coming from the satellite. The analyzer
allows this and much more.

In this report and continuing in next month's CSD, we wil l
be looking first at the analyzer as a tool and then specifically at
a pair of new TVRO analyzers which have appeared in the
marketplace. We believe when we are done here, you will be

LULY PSA-12A PACKAGE/included analyzer (rear) and carrying
case. LNB unit (front, right) expands 'frequency range'to3.714.2
GHz. TISH-4O'horn' by AVCOM.

ready to place your own order for 'an analyzer' since there is
no substitute for thier versatility, and yes, ease of operation.
Inside

You will probably never take the cover from an analyzer.
You might do this just to 'see' what is inside but because of the
super sophisticated test equipment normally required to
'trace,' ' isolate,' and'repair' problems associated with analyz-
ers, they are best left to factory authorized service centers.
Still, knowing the basic 'why-they-work' background on an
analyzer will be useful to you.

An analyzer is a receiver; it has a specified input fre-
quency range and it may have a'tuning range'within that input
range. lt has a controlthat allows you to tune a very wide range
('wide span') or a very narrow range ('narrow span') and the
span-width you select with the controls in turn determine the'width' of your display on the CRT. Wide here means that you
'see' a relatively significant chunk of frequency spectrum on
the screen while narrow means that the available CRT display
space is consumed by only a small(er) chunk of the available
spectrum. Think of the 'span control 'as a 'zoom device'; it al-
lows you to 'zoom in' on a tiny chunk of spectrum (such as a
single TV carrier or even a part of that carrier) or 'zoom out' on
a big chunk of spectrum (such as the full 500 MHz wide TVRO
band). Naturally as with any'zoom'system, they more you see
at an instant, the less detail you have of any particular piece of
that picture.

The analyzer design consists of an input filter which in-
sures that only signals within the designed-for-band (or fre-
quency range selected) gets through the input connector and
to the electronic processing circuits inside. The lF in your
TVRO receiver also has filtering, to separate the one (or group
of) desired channels from all of the rest of the electromagnetic
spectrum out there.

After the filter is some sort of amplifier, designed to boost
the signal level of the (filter) chosen frequency segment. The
amplified signal is then directed to a'mixer' where it is mated
with a device called a'sweeping oscillator.' This oscillator, un-
like the oscillator you find in a TVRO receiver, moves-in-fre-
quency at a specified rate and over a specified frequency



range. Your controls can change the 'rate'which the sweeping
oscillator moves at and the frequency width the oscillator
covers, with many analyzers.

The output of the mixer now contains each of the carriers
within the chosen frequency band and this new signal range is
amplified and then detected. However, rather than taking the
individual carriers to a video (or audio) amplifier, the signals
are processed into a circuit which connects the output to the
vertical (up and down) 'deflection plates' on a CRT (cathode
ray tube).

The strength of the individual carrier (signals) intercepted
by the sweeping oscillator determines just how much up and
down height or display is produced on the CRT. Strong sig-
nals go higher on the CRT (tube) face than weaker signals.
By adjusting the analyzer span controls, the bottom line be-

Amplitude
or

Signal
Voltage/
strength

BASIC SPECTRUM ANALYZER produces two separate'CRT
displays'; signal level (bottom to top of screen) and signal fre-
quency (left to right with lowest frequency at left).
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comes frequency or't ime.' Typically, lower frequency signals
(such as 500 MHz) show up on the left hand side of the CRT
display while higher frequency signals (such as 510 MHz)
show up to the right. Thus the display, when studied, tells us
two things instantly:

1) How strong the signals are (the screen is calibrated),
and

2) How much frequency space the signals occupy, and
with some calibration help, even the frequency of the signals.

There are changing measurement requirements, so the
user would like to be able to alternately 'see' all of the spec-
trum of interest (such as 430-930 MHz or a block band output
from a LNB or downconverter), or, see just a small portion of
this spectrum. That's where the 'span' or 'width' control comes
in. We see two examples of that here in diagram form.

Close ('zoomed-in') analysis of a portion of a spectrum
brings the user the opportunity to determine special charac-
teristics of that individual signal. An 'AM' or terrestrial TV sig-
nal, for example, may have someform of interference in it. you
can 'see' the effect of the interference on the TV screen, but
you cannot deduce from the interference-laden picture the
exact cause of the interference.

"lf I could just take the picture apart, and see that interfer-
ence all by itself" you muse "then I could tryto eliminate the in-
terference." The same approach follows with terrestrial inter-
ference (Tl)that impacts on TVRO satellite signals;you know
you have Tl, but is that Tl on 'one side'of the signal, or both
sides? Will a 60 MHz 'trap' help? How much trapping do you
need to knock down the Tl signal? You can answer all of these
questions and several more unasked in seconds with an
analyzer display.

The spectrum analyzer device has been with us since (be-
fore) World War Two. The military first used these gadgets, in
a very elementary form, to search for signals from German
and Japanese communication systems. Since military com-
munications could 'frequency hop' about the spectrum with
ease, and seldom lasted more than a minute, the chances that
you would have a regular receiver tuned to the correct fre-
quency when the 'enemy' decided to transmit was small. A
system to 'look' at the 'spectrum,' to watch for signals was
needed. When a signal was spotted (a blip on the screen),
then a standard receiver could be quickly dialed to the indi-

SATELLITE DICEST

INPUT
CONNECTOR'

To Vertical
(deflection)
plates on CRT/
scope display

--Luly is 400-950 MHz input. An LNB in front 'extends' range to 3700
MHz to 4200 MHz. AVCOM is six bands, 10-500 MHz,270-770MHZ,
400 to 900 MHz ( + ), 950 to 1 450 MHz, any 500 MHz wide band be-
tween 300 and 1500 MHz. and. 3.7 to 4.2 GHz.

BASIC SPECTRUM
ANALYZER
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SAMPLE DISPLAY shows relatively strong
signal at approximately 525 MHz, weaker signal
at approximately 630 MHz.

cated frequencv and the transmission monitored.
After World WarTwo, engineers found that the analyzer (its

original lorm was called 'Panoramic Adapter') could do far
more than watch for enemy transmissions; it had the abil ity to
' analyze' enti re transmission and reception systems, quickly
and accurately.
'OUR'Analyzers

A number of f irms, building test equipment for communica-
tions, have had spectrum analyzers available for as long as
there has been TVRO. The prices were high because the in-
struments were typically, including our desired 'bands of
coverage', only a small part of a much more, complex set of
bands covered. The instruments were designed for laboratory
or highly critical field work and price tags in the $20,000 region
were (and are) common.

What Luly Telecommunications, and Avcom, have done
is to approach the spectrum analyzer with the same general
'mindset' which early TVRO receiver designers put to work.
Namely, we had TVRO receivers before 1979; they cost
$7,500 each and were hardly user friendly. Only engineers
could operate them and only mill ionaires could afford them.

Bob Luly and Andy Hatfield approached the analyzer
problem from a different perspective;create an analyzer spec-
if ically for TVRO use, eliminating those frequency bands that
do not involve TVRO, and eliminating those nice-but-expen-
sive functions which we seldom (or never) would use anyhow.
The result, the Luly PSA-12A and the Avcom PSA-35 analyz-
ers are designed by TVRO engineers for use byTVRO techni-
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AVCOM PSA-35 is ready to'swallow up' nagging service prob-
lems.
crans land engineers). You don't need a PHD to operate one
and you don't need the NBC test budget to buy one.

Of the two, Bob Luly has gone 'further'to tailor the use of
the unit to TVRO than has Andy Hatfield. The AVCOM unit is
more sophisticated and more expensive. The AVCOM unit will
also do quite a bit more, in the field, than the Luly but that is not
to 'sl ight' the Luly since for your application you may never
need to do more than it is capable of doing. The price differen-
tial between the two is almost precisely 2X; the Luly costing
about half of what the AVCOM costs. We'll see why, and com-
pare the two in common TVRO user applications in part two of
this reoort (November 1sth CSD).
DISPLAY

The CRT is your'meter face'. lt will take you from a few mi-
nutes to a few hours to learn (once learned, not forgotten) how
to ' interpret' this unusual 'meter face.' We'l l try to help since
there are general characteristics with all analyzers which
cross over brands and models.

The display is amplitude (signal strength) and fre-
quency (time). You have a vertical scale which reads from
bottom to top and along this scale the screen of the CRT

LULY PSA-12A is designed for portable use with receivers
operating with lFs in 430/930 MHz (+ ) region; LNB makes i t  use-
able in C band region as well .

nagging service prob-
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IDEALIZED DISPLAY shows presence of 12 (vert ical on F3R)
transponders. Dashed l ines indicate where, from 'basel ine

noise, '  opposite polari ty signals would 'pop' out of noise i f
polarization was rotated. FM carrier to noise ratio is illus-
trated on r ight; noise at -50 dBm, and peak signals (5,9,19) at
-36 dBm results in (peak) CNR ot 14 dB (50 - 36 = 1 a)
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faceplate cover has 'calibration' marks in place. This plastic
cover has l ines silk screened or etched on the surface and you
view the actual  CRT display ' through'  these cal ibrat ion l ines.
The vertical scale is in dBs or units of dBs. The closer you get
to the top calibration l ines, the stronger the signal. A very
strong signal would push to the very top of the screen, seem-
ingly 'off the screen' at the top. There are user 'sensitivity' con-
trols which allow you to return the full display to the CRT face
by changing the basic (bottom of screen) 'reference/floor

level . '
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AVCOM PSA-35 CONTROLS/provide the user wiih independent
control over the input frequency range (top switch and sl ide con-
trol),  rate or 'speed'of the sweep ( left icenter), width (frequency) of
display (next r ight),  input ' reference level '  ( far r ight, center) and a
pair of inputs for connecl ion to cable or antennas (bottom).
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OLD PAPER CLIP TRICI( virtually everyone who unpacks a new
spectrum analyzer reaches for a paper clip to insert into the 's gna -

in'  connector. This smal antenna provides 'reception' in the chosen
frequency band as we see in the background here with the AVCOM
PSA-35 analyzer.

AVCOM PSA-35 DISPLAY/black and white 'CRT' (cathode ray tube
or picture tube) with special phosphors designed to allow display
to 'persist' longer under varying signal conditions and display'brighter. '

The horizontal scale is frequency, as previously noted. The
analyzer gives you control over the full-width display fre-
quency range (by selecting different frequency'bands'with a
control) and then with the 'span' or'width' control you have
control over how much of the 'master band' you want to see
displayed. Calibration ol frequency is less precise than calib-
ration of amplitude;the analyzer is not a frequency counter
or meter. lt, in most under 920,000 instruments, relates a'rough' or'approximate' frequency and for most applications
you encounter in TVRO, this is allyou need anyhow.

Plugging into a satell i te antenna equipped with an LNA and
either watching the direct satell i te band (3.7 to 4.2 GHz; with
the Avcom PSA-35) or watching the lF (converted) band at
block lF (through either the Luly or Avcom unit), you have a
display approximately as (idealized) here in diagram form.
Each of the (FM) transponders in the band is displayed; lowest
frequency at the left and highest frequency (transponder) at

W*
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NORMAL 'AM TV'/A standard (terrestrial) TV signal looks like this;
video carrier (tallest 'spike', to left) followed by slightly shorter
(less powerful) audio carrier at far right. The small 'pip'on the left
hand edge of the audio carrier is the color sub-carrier located
3.58 MHz above the visual carrier. (PSA-35)

the right. The relative strength of each transponder is apparent
on the vert ical scale. This display quickly helps you spot the
actual difference in signal level through the antenna system, of
transponders (3 is weakest, 19 is strongest in our diagrammed

SATELLITE DICEST
example). Yes, you might do the same thing with the signal
level meter on a receiver, but you could only observe the sig-
nal level on a single transponder at a time. Suppose you had
a feed problem, and by working with the feed you were able to
improve the transponder 3 level shown here by several dBs? A
sigh of relief for being so bright, you fl ip through the individual
transponders and then see that in bringing up transponder 3,
you knocked down transponders 1 9, 21 , and 23 by several dB!
Oooops.

The analyzer, showing you all-together all-at-once re-
solves that oroblem.

Thls same display also shows you the relative carrier to
noise (CNR) of the transponders. Across the bottom of the sc-
reen is a 'calibration point; ' a jagged, 'grassy' l ike display l ine
that stretched from edge to edge. This is called the 'baseline'

and this is your system noise level. For a signal to appear on
the CRT, it must be stronger than the system noise level. And
because the screen is calibrated, you can actually see and
measure how many dB stronger the signal is than the noise
level. In our diagrammed example here, we see carrier to
noise ratios in the 1 1 to 14 dB region.

Now, by rotating the polarization device, the transponders
in our display wil l change (odd numbers or vertical of F3R is in-
dicated first) and we will actually 'see' the first set of transpon-
ders reduce in level and enter into the grass-baseline noise

High End 'Ro l l -Of f
on  LNB
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just as the opposite polarity signals, from the horizontal trans-
ponders, appear. And because the horizontal signals are
offset in frequency by 20 MHz from the vertical transponders,
we wil l also see the 'amplitude spikes' representing the indi-
vidual transponder shift sl ightly (to the right) as the new polari-
zation 'comes up'. By stopping the polarization rotating device
in 'mid-stream,' half-way between vertical and horizontal, we
can see both sets of transponders in place, but at levels re-
duced from what either would be if we were 'peaked' for
maximum signal reception from a single polarization.

Pretty neat and other than the novelty factor, there are ob-
vious installer and service advantages here. Let's look at the
next diagram for three examples of this.

Any frequency sensitive device (feed, LNA, BDC, LNB,
length of cable, etc.) is dangerous in a TVRO installation. An
experienced installer knows that every now and then he will
put in a system and inspite of his best efforls, he is losing a
single channel or a couple of channels. The ' lost' channels
may be at one end of the band (low or high) or they may mys-
teriously be in mid-band. He knows something in the system
is frequency sensitive, but what, and by how much?
Enter The Analyzer

With an analyzer, each pad in a system can be tested.
There are several ways to do this and we'll look in some detail at
them in a subsequent issue. Basically, here is what is required:
quired:

1) A totally f lat 'signal source' is required. The sun is such a
flat signal source (remember the 'solar outage' problems
when the solar noise output overrides the satell i te signals?)

2) The ground, earth, can be such a source.
What we need to do it to 'couole' some flat-noise source

through the component pans of the system and observe the
performance of the system on the CRT of an analyzer. In our
diagram here, we see a horn feed antenna connected to an
LNB (it could be an LNA, in which case a BDC would have to
follow the LNA) and this in turn is connected to our analyzer.
The flat noise source provides a uniform signal to the horn
which couples the flat{ield energy to the amplifier/conveder
device. The 'noise' from the flat-source appears as grass on

PACKED AND READY/Io go, Luly analyzer comes with own car-
rying case, snap-on rechargeable (Nicad) battery pack and AC to
DC charger for the battery pack.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS/Luly Telecommunications
PSA-12A Analyzer
Frequency Range: 430 to 930 MHz (expandable to 3.7 Io 4.2

GHz with an LNB outputt ing 430-930, or LNA plus BDC output-
t ing the same range)

Accuracy: Vertical scale of + f3 dB 'absolute' claimed for
amplitude; no claim for horizontal (frequency) accuracy

Scale: Ampli tude is 5 dB per CRT division (8 divisions) while
horizontal display is approximately 50 MHz per division when
controls are properly adjusted

Reference Level: From -30 dBm to -40 dBm
Signal Range: Useful displays of ampli tude from -30 dBm to

-80 dBm
Connectors: F for input, cigarette lighler plug for external

battery or charger
Power Requirements: 12 VDC at 2.5 amps (useable from 1 1 .5

volts to 15 volts)
Weight: 10 pounds
Price: $995 dealer net
Availability: Through selected national distributors or

through Spectrum 1 Distributors, 3421 E. Tropicana Avenue,
Las Vegas, Nevada 89121; (Jon M. Parks).

TECHNICAL DETAILS/AVCOM PSA-35 Analyzer
Frequency Range: below 10 MHz to 500 MHz, 270 to77O

MHz, 400 to 900 MHz, 950 to 1450 ,MHz and optional ly any
500 MHz band between 300 and 1500 MHz, plus,3700 MHz
(3.7 GHz) to 4200 MHz/4.2GHz\

Accuracy: + l-2dB within each band, nominal
Scale: Ampli tude is 10 dB per vert ical division (7 divisions)

while frequency is 50 MHz per division ( 1 0 divisions)
Reference Level: 0 dBm, -20 dBm, -40 dBm
Signal Range: Useful displays from 0 dBm to -100 dBm
Dynamic Range: Greater than 60 dB
Connectors: F for input on al l  bands but 3.7 to 4.2 GHz, N for

3 .714.2GH2
Power Requirements: Internal 1 17 VAC power supply and

internal charger. Current drain not specif ied.
Weight: 17 pounds
Price: $1965 dealer net
Availabi l i ty: Through AVCOM, 500 Southlake Blvd.,

Richmond, V a. 23236. 80417 94-2500.

our display. We see three, 'stacked' examples of how this
might turn out in our diagram:

1) The display can be flat, straight across, in which case
(bottom 'grass line') everything in the system is passing the
'flat-souce signal'uniformly. The system is a'go.'

2) The grass line is waving, with alternating peaks and val-
leys. This tells us something in the test system in exhibit ing
either poor ' impedence match' or there are variations,
staggered as it were, in the gain and conversion stages in the
system. This effect wil l result in good looking signals for those
transponders that happen to fall at or near the 'peaks' and
poorer service from those that happen to fall (in frequency) in
the valleys.

3) The grass l ine is uniform, but it gradually falls off on
one end;the high frequency end is indicated here. This means
that something in the system is'roll ing off 'or'cl ipping'a part of
the TVRO band. lt could be in the amplif ier gain stages (lack of
uniform gain across the full 500 MHz band), it could be in the
conversion, downconverter, and so on.
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BAND FULL of cable TV signals. Individual carriers, each with a sepa-
rate video carrier and audio carrier and color sub-carrier, spreads out
on the display. To study an individual carrier more closely, you adjust
the contorls to'spread'the display out (PSA-35)

Cables can cause this just as well as pieces of electronics.
Polarization rotation feeds can cause this. Once you have a
test system rigged up with an analyzer, you can 'grade' or
'troubleshoot' a whole pile of equipment in just minutes. There
is no quicker nor more accurate way to troubleshoot or grade
equipment pieces as standalone units or as parts of a com-
plete system.
Calibration

We have already mentioned that for most analyzers which
you will want to consider for TVRO applications, your vertical
scale is the most important scale. Amplitude, or a lack of it, and
the relative amplitude across a band of frquencies is the most
important on-going measurement tool you will expect from
your analyzer. We also mentioned that exact frequency, while
'nice', is seldom required and when you do need it, expect to
pay around $20,000 and up for an analyzer which has the
built-in abil ity to determine operating frequency accurately.

Just how do we calibrate an analyzer for'absolute leverls'?
A cryptic answer might be'carefully'.

Amplitude is important from two different points of mea-
surement. There is 'absolute amolitude' and 'relative

FREQUENCYAIVIDTH set by design
' or operational controls

CALIBRATION OF AMPLITUDE (verticat scale) establishes ab-
solute signal level readings ( + /-2 dB for example) while scale
windows

SATELLITE DICEST

amplitude'. Absolute amplitude is much like absolute fre-
quency; if it is important for you to know within a fraction of a
dB the absolute carrier level (power) of every signal you see
on the display screen, expect two things:

1) Big (very big) bucks for the privilege;
2) Complex operational controls.
AVCOM takes the view that if the 'absolute accuracy' of the

display can be'read'to within +/-2 dB of some known (refer-
ence) level, the user wil l f ind that adequte. Luly uses + /-3 dB
for their 'accuracy' level reference. In the real world, as we
shall see next month, neither of these numbers may be all that
imoortant and whether either'machine' reaches their stated
goal may be a moot point.

Absolute accuracy, built into an analyzer because it has
some sort of internal 'standard level reference system', is use-
ful when you are measuring real world power levels; i.e. you
need to know the real, and exact, power level of a carrier. We
virtually never need to know this in TVRO. But we do need
to know the relative difference between two (or more) sepa-
rate carriers.

'Relative levels' are a snap with either machine since we
have a display screen that is calibrated and a system that al-
lows us to visually read the relative levels between any two or
more carriers within the frequency band chosen. The screen,
calibrated, tells us the carrier'A'and carrier'D'are 3 dB apart
in signal level. That helps us determine not only 'f ixes' but
whether something really needs to be fixed at all

AVCOM provides three separate'amplitude scales'on the
PSA-35. In our final diagram for the month we see how this
works. The 'reference level' of the top of the screen changes
as you select a'range'with the three position knob. Either the
topline reference is -40 dBm, -2O dBm, or 0 dBm. This is a
form of 'sensitivity'control as well since very weak signals wil l
register on the -40 position while very strong signals might be
driven 'clear off scale', above the top of the CRT display, un-
less you were dialed into the 0 dBm region.

The Luly unit has a continuous sensitivity control which is
factory adjusted to operate in the -30 to --40 dBm region. With
calibration 'tick marks' at opposite ends of the continuously ro-

DITHERED/THIS CABLE TV scrambled signal consists ol a
rapidly varied (in frequency) carrier (center of screen; quadrupli-

cate trace) stuck into the regular TV 'passband' with the video
carrier on r ight. (PSA-35) j
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tated knob, the full scale signal levels are either -30 dBm or -
40 dBm. We'l l see what all of this has to do with typical TVRO
use next month.

Both the Luly and Avcom units contain internally adjusted
calibration reference points so that the user when selecting a
display sensitivity choice opts for some known amount of
maximum (and min imum) s ignal .
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Between maximum scale sensitivity and the bottom of the
screen we have some number of dB of 'display range'. In the
diagram here, essentially the PSA-35 faceplate, we see that
the range from top to bottom (or bottom to top) is 60 dB. The
Luly unit provides a 40 dB vertical scale 'window'.

Next month we wil l continue this series on analyzer use by
putting the two units into the field to see how they perform.

BLOCK TESTING
ON AN INSTALLER

BUDGET

One of the more frequent problems encountered by deal-
ers install ing their f irst block downconverted satell i te cable
systems is the lack of test equipment and test procedures. In
this report, methods of BDC system testing wil l be described
that can be performed with a block receiver, a television set,
and less than $200 in test equipment. A basic BDC headend is
il lustrated that can be constructed by dealers to test BDC
products. The problems il lustrated by sweeper response and
spectrum analyzer photographs may be duplicated by the
dealer and identif ied using a "calibrated" receiver and simple
Ai B performance comparisons.

Before starting with the test procedures, three new prod-
ucts from California Amplif ier are tested. An 85 degree Califor-
nia Amplif ier (Model CS420958-A) dielectrically stabil ized
LNB was used by the author in tests involving actual satell i te
signals. You can see, from ligure 2, the equal (+ or -2dB)

amplitude of each satell i te transponder. When amplifying a
block of satell i te signals it is important that the block be as flat

Dealers faced with installing BDC type home systems must some-
how cope with a shortage of low-cost test equipment which functions
within the BDC frequency range. While owning an 'analyzer'  is nice
(see page I here), the neophyte installer may not have $900 or $2,000
for his test equipment budget. Engineer Lantz presents an alternative
method of determining the relat ive performance of BDC units, and in
the process of equipping your own shop forthis sort of qual i tat ive mea-
surement, you wil l  develop a new appreciat ion for the hardware you
use dai ly.

by
David L. Lantz
Network Communication Services
16134 128th Ave. S.E.
Renton, WA 98055
(206t271-5636\

as possible (see part one). The actual amplitude of each
blockconverted transoonder was measured to be - 32 dBm or
+ 17 dBmV after 100 feet of RG-6. That is a healthy amount of
signal for splitt ing to multiple receivers.

Of equal importance is the lack of image noise in the block
converted passband. In the first of the series of BDC Distribu-
tion articles, test results of a Locom LNB were displayed. A
bad batch of units from Locom were received recently by TX
Engineering. lmages of the blockconverted signals appear
"mixed" with the actual signals, as you can see from compar-
ing the Locom signal in figure 4 with that of the California
Amplif ier signal in figure 3. Hopefully Locom has identif ied
and corrected the problem.

The California Amplif ier "Lossless Dual Polarization 2-
Way HV Switch" is an amplif ied electronic A/B switch that
operates from 50 MHz to 950 MHz. A single Model
CS09HV5D unit was sweep tested and found to be truly loss-
less. The overall passband flatness variation from 50 MHz to
930 MHz was found to be within 1 dB. The trunk to receiver
port isolation was measured to be an excellent 44d8. Although
I did not use the Cal Amo H/V switch in the oresent article on
BDC testing, I foresee many applications for the device
beyond basic multiple receiver connections.

A second device from California Amplif ier used in this arti-
cle was an 18 dB line amolif ier. Two units were tested and
each displayed identical gain versus frequency results, as
seen in figure 6. I found the units preferable to any low power
line amolif iers tested so far. The built in t i l t comoensation of 3

Editor 's Note: l f  the terminology here is not famil iar to you,
see CSD for May 01 ('SMATV CTN System Engineering'), August
01 ( 'BDC Distr ibution') and September 01 (,Wireless BDC Distr i-
bution').
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FIGURE 2
Spectrum Response of Cal-Amp LNB on Galaxy 1

dB across the satellite band is adeouate for most situations.
The Model C07952 line amplifier reaches its 1 dB compres-
sion point with an input of 32 dBmv. Network Communication
Services recommends that amplifiers used for FM Video sig-
nals be operated 18 dB below the 1 dB compression point.
Based on that, the maximum input level to the l ine amplif ier
should not exceed 14 dBmV. In other words, when using a
California Amplif ier LNB, allow at least 10 dB of cable and
passive loss after the LNB before amplification with a
Model C07952 line amplif ier. When using the l ine amplif ierfor

FIGURE 3
Spectrum Response of Cal-Amp LNB (430-930 MHz) on Comstar
D4 bird; note lack of image' or unwanted signals above highest
channels (only LNB noise is seen).

SATELLITE DICEST

FIGURE 4
LOCOM LNB Spectral Response (notice patterned image noise
above the upper-most transponder).

FIGURE 5
California Amplifier HA/ Switch Model CS09HV5D (see report in
this issue by dealer Greg Heifner as well).
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both VHF signals and blockconverted satell i te signals monitor
the VHF signal level closely. The VHF signals can also over-
drive the amo.

QUALITATIVE vs QUANTITATIVE Evaluation
The common type of measurement used by TVRO instal-

lers is to observe the picture from the receiver while making
system adjustments. This type of measurement is considered
qualitative since a judgement in the relative quality of the pic-
ture is required.

A second type of qualitative test that is familiar to all dealers
is that of the A/B comparison. lf a specific component, such as
an LNA, is suspected of being faulty, a second component is
substituted for the suspect unit. A single change is made to the
reception hardware while observing the picture quality.

Satellite receiver signal strength meters may also be used
for qualitative signal measurements. Meter readings are qual-
itative since home satellite receiver meters are referenced to
some arbitrary lF gain adjustment. The receiver meters can be
used to compare the strength of one channel versus another,
but without calibration are not useful in providing the actual
amplitude of the signals. Later in the article a method of calib-
ration will be discussed to turn selected block receivers intc
useful pieces of test equipment.

To accurately measure the true signal peak(s), a quantita.
tive meter such as a Spectrum Analyzer is required. The peak
signal level of each individual blockconverted satellite trans-
ponder is measured relative to a signal level of 1 mill ivolt. One
millivolt of peak signal equates to 0 dBmV.

The "Tweakers" and "Squawkers" presently on the TVRO
test equipment market provide a qualitative measurement of
the summation of ALL the transponders within the block.
These devices are worthwhile in peaking an antenna but do
not provide sufficient information to be used in balancing a
block distribution system.

Two methods of signal measurement shall be illustrated in
the alignment and troubleshooting of BDC distribution sys-
tems. The preferred method involves the use of a Spectrum
Analyzer and a Scalar Analyzer while the second (low cost)
method requires a calibrated step attenuator, a 'metered'

block satellite receiver and a video display.
Experience is the most valuable tool available to the

dealer. The knowledge gained by controlled experimentation
with a block system in the dealership allows the installer to
identify specific problems by symptoms. Typical system prob-
lems, such as improperly installed connectors, over driven
amplifiers, and weak signals due to excessive cable loss,
should be duplicated in the shop under controlled conditions.

The FM Audio/Video Signal
Figure 7 illustrates a spectrum analyzer display of the

block of signals that must be distributed to each of the satellite
receivers in the block system. A single FM video color bar
signal is illustrated in figure 8. Notice the wide bandwidth re-
quired on the FM signal as compared to the local VHF
amplitude modulated TV signals (channels 7, 9, 11, and 13)
shown in figure 9. The bandwidth differences between the two
signal types prevent the use of existing field strength meters to
measure FM TV signals.
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FIGURE 6
Frequency Response Cal-Amp model C07952; markers are 100
MHz apart and 500 MHz is at center. Vertical scale is 3 dB per divi-
sion. Reference level is +4 dB.

Test Receiver Galibration
In order to deliver a clean picture, a satellite receiver must

have both a minimum amplitude and a minimum signal to
noise (ratio) on each transponder. Dealers wishing to "calib-

rate" a selected block receiver should configure a dish and
LNB at their shop that is comparable to the system being in-
stalled (same antenna size, same LNB temperature, aimed at
the same satellite). Care should be taken in the cable selec-
tion to keep track of the dB-per-100 foot losses. The antenna
should be peaked on the Galaxy 1 satell i te. Figure 10 i l lus-
trates the test configuration required to "calibrate" a test re-
ceiver. The signal level of the 8.5 watt satellite transponder is
annotated at each interface from the satellite to the receiver.

Network Communication Services has sweep tested sev-
eral makes of UHF step attenuators and recommends the
Channel Master 7270. Roughly BO/" of the (7270) at-
tenuators tested maintain a flat frequency response over the

FIGURE 7
DC to 1 GHz display of signals to be distributed by'CTN'system
(see CSD for August 01). VHF carriers (channels 7, g, 1 1, and 13)
at far left,

F
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FIGURE 8
Frequency Modulated NTSC Color Bar Signal from a Newton
GBS-2600 processed by a TX Engineering DC-24 Block Down-
converter. Horizontal scale is 5 MHz per division while vertical
scale is 10 dB per division.

entire range of block frequencies. The dealer should be ad-
vised that the fol lowing "cal ibrat ion" is based on the assump-
tion that each system component is operating per manufac-
turer's specification. A spectrum analyzer is required to pro-
vide an absolute calibration of a block receiver.

Once the dealer is satisfied that his test set-up is fully oper-
ational, he should substitute several block receivers and ob-
serve the picture quality obtained on each transponder. The
step attenuator should be set for (1 5 dB) of attenuation in order
to provide the test receiver with approximately 0 dBmV of sig-
nal on the upper channels. The receiver selected for "calibra-

tion" should provide near equal quality pictures on all the
transponders.

IF GAIN ADJUSTMENT
The following receiver adjustment is made to "center" the

FIGURE 9
Amplitude Modulated TV signals; each 'AM' sigdal consists df a
'video spike' (numbers 1 , 3, 5, and 7 from left to right) and a lower
f evef 'audio spike' (numberc 2, 4,6, and 8 lrom left to right). Hori-
zontal scale is 5 MHz per division while vertical scale is 10 dB per
division.
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SIMPLIFIED BDC TEST HEADEND

receiver meter to midscale for an approximate 0 dBmV level
input. Dealers should contact the receiver manufacturer for
the location of the lF Gain Adjustment potentiometer.

While observing the television picture and the receiver
meter, adjust the lF Gain to place the meter indicator at
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FIGURE 11
BLOCK RECEIVER CAL]BRAT]ON TABLE

A complete channel by channel calibration is recommended,
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DIRECT]ONAL
C O U P L E R

SIMPLIFIED AMPLIFIED BDC TEST'HEADEND'
FIGURE 12

midscale. No loss of picture quality should be observed. lf the
picture degrades as the gain is lowered, increase the lF Gain
to maximum then slowly reduce the gain until the picture
just starts to degrade.

A tabulated transponder by transponder record provides
the calibration for the test receiver connected to the test an-
tenna. The table includes the picture quality and the receiver
meter reading for various attenuator settings of each trans-
ponder. Most consumer TVRO receiver meters have a limited
measurement range. The use of a calibrated step at-
tenuator at the receiver input provides the technician with

a means of extending the meter's dynamic range. The lF
Gain should be adjusted to provide the maximum meter move-
ment over the attenuator range that provides Excellent to Fair
picture quality. A receiver that has a flat frequecy response
will indicate the same attenuation on each transponder be-
fore picture degradation occurs. Figure 11 is an abbreviated
table representative of a block receiver on a 12 foot antenna
aimed at Galaxy 1, with an 85 degree 65 dB gain LNB, in Seat-
tle, Washington.

THE BDC TEST BENCH HEADEND
A simple BDC Headend such as the one il lustrated in fi-

125 ' �RG-6 /U

NON.AMPLIFIED BDC'HEADEND'

FIGURE 13

TEST
POINT

)c ;
t \-/

75 OHM
TERIVINATION
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NON-AMPLIFIED BDC HEADEND/Test Logging Sheet

gure 12 can be constructed for less than $50. We begin test-
ing by establishing a baseline for the un-amplif ied LNB signal.
(An LNB is preferable over an LNA and block downconverter
because the LNB performance is more tightly specified and
controlled.)

TEST #1 LNB OUTPUT
The step attenuator(s) and test receiver are connected se-

quentially to each distribution port. The attenuation is gradu-
ally increased untilthe picture quality begins to degrade. The
attenuation adjustments should be performed on several chan-
nels throughout the block (low end to high end) to check the
block 'flatness'. The total attenuation and corresponding
meter readings is then noted for each channel.

TEST #2 AMPLIFIER GAIN
The step attenuator(s) and test receiver are connected to

the tap distribution port. The attenuation is gradually in-
creased until the receiver meter equals the value obtained
during the non-amplified headend test. The total attenua-

SATELLITE DICEST

LNB SN

ATTEN. : METERPEAK

B : 1 3 :

B : 1 5 :

33
33

AMPLIFIED BDC HEADEND/Test Logging Sheet

tion and corresponding meter reading is then noted for
each active transponder. Amplfier gain can be determined by
subtracting the non-amplified headend attenuator readings
from the amplified headend readings on a channel by channel
basis. A flat amplif ier should exhibit equal gain on all trans-
ponders.

TEST #3 UNTERMINATED TRUNK
Repeat Test #2 after removing the 75 ohm attenuator on

the thru port "A" of the amplified headend. Recalculate the in-
dividual channel gain and notice the peaks and valleys
created by the unterminated trunk.

TEST #3 THE OVERDRIVEN AMPLIFIER
The placement of amplifiers in a BDC distribution is as im-

portant as the amplifier performance. An amplifier that is hit
with too much signal will compress the peak transponder
while mixing the compressed signal with the other transpon-
ders. The resulting picturethen contains non-random sparkles
and is frequently accompanied with audio buzz. Figure 11 de-

LNB

>+l
l _ x
t_ 125'RG-6/u f,=**^,"-STEP

Attenuator
#1

STEP
Attenuator

#2

AMPLIFIED BDC HEADEND (Baseline)
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monstrated a method of determining if an amplifier is being

overdriven. The test is based on measurements made by Net-

work Communication Services to determine that BDC

amplifiers can operate cleanly (less than - 40 dB added dis-

tortion), and under what conditions.
The out of band noise created by amplifier compression

can also be seen above and below the blockconverted satel-

l i te band. Figure 20 and figure 21 show the mixing of the

satellite band and the VHF band.

FIGURE 15
FREOUENCY RESPONSE of unterminated trunk-amplified BDC

headend with test logging sheet.'

Minimum EquiPment Requirements
Basic Tools

The technician aligning and testing acable distribution sys-
tem should carry a complete set of connector tools for both
flexible coax and hardline coax. The most common problem
with cable systems is improperly installed connectors'
Hardline connectors require fair,ly large, open ended,
wrenches for installation. Crescent wrenches and pipe

See Panasonic'
Satellite
Equipment
at these
Distributors:
Birdf  inder  Gorporat ion
Sarasota, Florida
81 3-955-9280
Home Satellite Systems/
Cable TV Supply Co., Inc.
Los Angeles, California
213-202-2746
Centennial
Yonkers, New York
914-476-2100
Consumer Satellite Systems Inc.
Noblesvil le, Indiana
31 7-845-4400
Echosphere Corporation
Englewood, Colorado
303-761 -4782
High Frontier Distribution
Tempe, Arizona
602-966-9824
lnternational Video
Communications Corporation
North Little Rock, Arkansas
800-643-5427 - 0utside Arkansas
501 -771 -2800
lntercontinental
Products Corooration
Salt Lake City, Utah
800-525-5959
Keloo lnternational, Ltd.
Nor-cross, Georgia
404-447-9450
National Satellite Communications
Clifton Park, New York
51 8-383-221 1
Recreational Sports & lmp0rts, Inc.
ldaho Falls, ldaho
208-523-5721
Satellite Earth Stations East, Inc.
Mamou, Louisiana
800-762-21 1 0
Satell i te Engineering Group, Inc.
Kansas City, Missouri
816-921 -1555
Satellite Receivers Ltd.
Green Bay, Wisconsin
414-432-5777
Satellite Reception Systems
Athens, 0hio
800-592-1956
Satellite Television Systems
Sandy Springs, South Carolina
803-261 -8209

Satellite Video Services, Inc.
Catskill, New York
51 8-678-9581
SRC Industries
Ontario, Oregon
503-889-7261
Star-Com Distributing
Big Spring, Texas
915-263-751 2
Startech,.lnc..
Salem, Virginia
703-387-0062
Wanen Supply Company
Sioux Falls. South Dakota
605-336-1 830
Southern Electronics, Inc.
Tucker, Georgia
800-241 -6270 . 800-222-6628

PanaSonic
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LNB SN

P O R T  :  C H A N . :  A T T E N .  : M E T E R P E A K
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B  :  1 9  |  2 1  |  7

FIGURE 17
FREQUENCY RESPONSE Dual Line Amp Signal BEFORE unde-
sirable signal compression,

SATELLITE DICEST

PARABOLIC ANTENNA
8.5 ' r  Ga in  =  38 .5dBi

wrenches are not recommended. A number of flexible coax
preparation tools are available that not only save time but

\,-.."

L:H.,., Directional I
Coupler

tv-i
t 5
[ '

Test Point

75 ohm
termination

illl"",", LINE AMP

TWO CAL.AMP C07952 AMPLIFIERS IN SERIES

FIGURE 16
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FIGURE 18
FREQUENCY RESPONSE Dual Line Amplifiers with 6 dB of unde-
sired signal compression. Markers at 100 MHz (horizontal) and
500 MHz is center frequency. Vertical scale is 3 dB per division.

FIGURE 19
FREQUENCY RESPONSE Dual Line Amplifiers with 12 dB of un-
desired signal compression. Markers are 100 MHz (horizontal)
and 500 MHz is center frequency. Vertical scale is 3 dB per divi-
sion. Note increased 'waviness'to response lines and thickening
ol the baseline noise indicating compression and undesireable
intermodulation products.

also provide repeatable connections. I personally prefer the
Paladin at approximately $35.

A battery powered multi-meter is indispensable for f ield
work. A good unit should be able to read accurately in bright
sunlight and provide scales for measuring AC volts, DC volts,
DC mill i-amps, and DC resistance. The Fluke 77 has proven
to be a rugged and dependable field meter. lt provides both an
analog and digital readout.

A battery powered soldering iron can prove very useful
when.making field replacements. A battery powered Field
Strength Meter is indispensable in measuring the perfor-
mance of a VHF cable distribution system. CATV field strength
meters are designed to measure amplitude modulated TV sig-

FIGURE 20
Mixing of satellite band and VHF band signals with 6 dB of com-
pression. Note imaging at right.

FIGURE 21
With 12 dB of undesired compression, note increase in imaging
(right hand side) and intermixing of VHF AM signals with wider
bandwidth FM signals (left).

nals only. CATV field strength meters DO NOT measure FM
satellite signals accurately or repeatably.

For the professional installer, the time saved through the
use of a spectrum analyzer is well worth the cost. With the flip
of a switch the entire spectrum of distributed signals is seen on
the display. The installer can either look at the entire spectrum
or zoom in on a particular signal for detailed analysis. In addi-
tion to the signal peaks, the noise floor can also be observed with
the spectrum analyzer. Problems such as overdriven
amplifiers can be traced to an increase in the noise floor
without a companion increase in the signal peaks. the
TEXSCAN VSM-2 is usefulfor both the localVHF signals and
for the block of satell i te signals in the (450 to 950) MHz band.
SPARES

Before going to the site the technician should stock the
various hardline connectors for size and type of hardline



INISITALIATION
TIIIS EASY...

Building 700 1395 Marietta Pkwy Marietta. Georgia 30067

(404) 425-e385

IS
TIIIS EAsiY.

TRY TTIE NEW EIITN RECENMR.
lf you remember when installing a satellite receiver required an engineering degree,
you'll appreciate the ease of installing the new Satstar Elan Satellite Receiver.
The Elan requires three simple connections. That's it. You can install it in minutes.
Without adjusting tuning pots to match the downconverter. Without the need
for factory supplied cable and connectors. And, if you want to add another TV set,
it's easy with our new synthesized dual downconverter. No cross talk. No isolators.
No frequency drift. Installing the second or third TV is as easy as the first. The price

is easy, too. You won't find features like this on any other comparably priced receiver.
lf all this sounds like it will make your life easier, call Satstar for the

distributor nearest you. We'll help you give yourcustomers what they want - quick
installation and a happy installation crew.

A  U n i t  o f  M i l l i m e t e r  W a v e  T e c h n o l o g y .  l n c .

Make my lile easy!

l a m a :

I Satell i te dealer.

! Satell i te distributor.

I Other

I Please send information on the

advantages of dual downconver-

sion over block downconversion.

City

Please send me information on the new Satstar Elan Satellite Receiver.

Name

Company

Address

My favorite receiverI S :

State

Phone

zip
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cable. lt is important that the connectors exactly match the
cable. The technician should also stock the flexible "F" fittings
for the size of drop cable being used. Professional grade fit-
tings will have one half inch crimp rings attached to the fit-
ting. A selection of test RG-6 jumpers is handy in addition to a
1 50 foot length of RG-6 to use as substitute drop cable. The
spares kit should also contain hardline splice blocks andF71 ,
F81, and right angle "F" splice connectors. Seventy five ohm

terminators for both hardline and "F" fittings should be availa-
ble at the site.

Armed with the necessary tools, spares, and test bench re-
ceiver calibration, the technician can then repeat the tests per-
formed in the shop. The non-amplif ied headend signal can be
tested and compared to the results obtained on the shop sys-
tem.

CAL.AMP FOLLOWS
rK. l .s.s. t

APPROACH

MAKE THE SWITCH SIMPLE
There is a widely known principle in design and engineer-

ing,  KISS, "Keep l t  S imple,  'STUPID' . "  This  is  a good ru le to
follow. The first cold winter night you spend working on some-
one's faulty satell i te system will convince you of this. Hard as it
is to believe, there are design engineers working in the TVRO
f ield who have NEVER installed a satell i te system ! So it 's up to
you, the dealer/installer, to look for products that follow the
KISS ru le.

The pursuit of multiple receiver and SMATV systems by
the progressive dealership is not an easy road. lt requires in-
depth understanding and careful cost accounting to insure a
profit, but it's worth it! Especially when there are manufactur-
ers and dealers wil l ing to help with products and information.

Heifner Gommunications, Inc., based in Columbia, Mis-
souri, has been an installer of SMATV systems and custom re-
sidentialsystems since 1980. With their SMATV background
they have begun install ing quite a few multiple receiver sys-

An ingenious 'lossless switch' popped up in the California
Amplifier booth back at the Las Vegas trade show. Not everyone un-
derstood then, or understands now, why such a product was brought
to market. We assigned SMATV installer Greg Heifner to the project
and his report reads as a cross between his own casual style ol
speech and the hard earned words of advice you would obtain only
from a dealer who has been in this crazy industry for five years or so.
Cal Amp has a neat device here and Heifner tells us why.

by
Grdg Heifner
Heifner Satellite Communications. Inc.
114 Clinkscales
Columbia, MO 65203
(314/44s-6163) ". _

' i r . ' , ' t

tems. Since the rise in popularity ot these systems, with full 24
channel capacity on-line, there arose a need for a new product
in the TVRO accessory field: namely, the dual feed switch or
V/H switch.

ln the past, these switches were rigged affairs using A/B
switches commonly in use for RF switching. They were all high
isolation mechanical switches that had to be mounted on or
near the satell i te receiver using a pair of coax l ines contain-
ing both odd and even feeds. There was little provision for a
clean retrofit to a receiver and no provisions for remote opera-
tions. Several companies were manufacturing switches that
were relay operated in the 4 GHz region to be used in conjunc-
tion with microwave power dividers. These systems offered
the first on-line dual polarity systems that could be remotely con-
trolled, leaving the satellite receivers with simple toggle or push
button switches to make polarity changes. Unfortu-
nately, these switches did not pass DC current and were quite
expensive when considering that you needed two microwave
power dividers, two power inserters and a power supply to
mhke the system work.

When block downconversion ignited the multiple receiver
market, a number of V/H switches using pin-diodes entered
the market. Designed to work in their respective systems,
many of these switches were DC passive (they wou ld pass DC
current through the switch to the BDC and LNA) eliminating
the need for power inserters and extra power supplies, and in-
deed many were remotely controlled by the receivers. This was
done either through the polarizer circuit or a voltage applied

KISS/ continues on page 35
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THE LUXOR 99OO KNOWS

Wlrere oll rhe sorellires ore
Up to 36 satellite locations can be progiammed for instant recall.
The antenna controller is integrated intoihe'satellite receiver. The
hand-held remote control activates al,,3:$peed actuator action
which precisely locates the satellite and,tine tunes the antenna
position for maximum signal reception.: ,,,,t.,t,

Wlrere oll rhe chonnels qre ::.,;','',,,;

Every chan n el o n every satel I ite is i nO iviO:n*ti factory prog-ram meq
priorto delivery. All audio and video inforrnation is ready for recall
automaticalg. As new channelsare addedtheycan beadded tothe
program. The 9900 is ready to receive individual channel selection
information for up to 864 separate sele0tions

All obout steteo Hi-Fi sound 
'" "',: ',

5 audio modes, factory programmed to individual transponders,
deliver the right sound system automatically when a channel is
selected. Dozens of audio subcarriers can be added to the
program for audio onty hi-fi enioyment (including Dolby@ Noise
Reduction ) in addition to television.

Att YOU NEED TO KNOW IS
WHAT SHOWYOU WANTTO WATCH



I9RXUL

NOW TUXOR HAS UNIFIED SATELTITE,
uDEq AUDIO AND COMPUTER

TECHNOTOGY IN A SINGTE INTEGRATED
HOME SATEIIITE TV SYSTEM

So advonced ilts crs eeisy
to operqle cls cln ordinory TY

' ' 
W ffi ffi' 

rhe rront oaner
sate,ire you,re on, what "ht"?"li'"|,lilJ:,l5 ff #l3l
sound system you're receiving and a signal bar graph
indicates signal strength. All functions are controlled
from the hand-held wireless remote.

The slry is olive wirh the
sound of music
Luxor loudspeakers bring new life to TV
audio, mono or stereo, and much more.
Satellite audio sub-carriers broadcast a
wide range of music for audio only.
These optional high quality 6-speaker
sets (3 per side)are available in passive
or active models with sound power up
to 40 W per channel. They are specially
magnetic shielded for close location to
your TV set.

Here is the best of Scandanavian
design and high technology. Because
Luxor is a leading European manu-
facturer of satellite products, TV's,
audio hiJi systems, and computers,
tne company is able to combine
these technologies in the advanced
9900 series. After all, Luxor has been
a leader in radio, television and elec-
tronic technology since 1923.

and channel selection functions, tuning functions
and switching functions. For most viewing howeveri
video and audio delivery will be automatic. When a
channel is selected, the exclusive Luxor Micro-Step "
Tuning System (LMS)automatically seeks out the right
signal within that channel's frequency. The receiver
automatically compensates for any form of frequency
drift due to climate or transponder variances.

An internal Tl filter can be assigned to individual
channels to mi n i mize terrestrial i nterference.

And a discrete parental lock-out can eliminate
one or more individual channels on a single
satellite, as desired.

That's it. Advanced Luxor technology has pro-
duced a system so simple to operate, yet com-
plete enough to satisfy the most fanatic video-
phile and audiophile. For the technician, the
Luxor 9900 even has its own diagnostic system
built-in and ready at the touch of a button.

The per{ect compqnion
The Luxor Model 9995 Block satellite Receiver is designed and built to
function as an add-on receiver to Luxor 9900 multipl" wt installations.
This low cost manually operated receiver offers independent channel
selection for TV's located throughout the house. The gg95 can also be used
as a stand-alone receiver for both C-Band and Ku-Band reception.



LUXOR HAS ADVANCED THE
STATE-OF.THE.ART TO THE POINT
OF ELEGANT SIMPTICITY FOR THE
CONSUMER AND THE TECHNICIAN
Each electronic innovation is incorporaled to aid ease of operation, assure high performance reliability, and maintain outstanding quality of both picture and sound.

9900 Block Receiver 9901 Remoie Control 9995 Block Sotellite
ReceiverControl Functions

+ lntegrated satellite receiver and antenna controller
. C-band (4 GHz) and Ku-band (12 GHz) capable.

Remote control switchable.
. Satellite direct access.
. Transponder direct access.
+ Builtin A/B switch.
+ "Normal" button return to lactory pre-set values.
. Built-in polarotor drive.
. Built-in RF modulator.
. Non-volatile memory unaffected by power outages.
. Remote sensor interface.
Progroms
+ Factory programmed tor individual transponden on

each satellite.
+ Automatic correct audio systern factory program-

med for each satellite and each transoonder.
+ Program capacity up to 864 individual selections,

audio video matched and line tuned.
+ Self-diagnostic microprocessor.
+ LED display oi satellite, channel, audio system and

signal strength
Video Functions
+ Luxor Micro-Step'" tuning systern (LMS).
. Baseband audio and video outout forVCR or monitor
+ Baseband inout for other video sources.
. Built-in polarity control.
+ Built-in programmable Tl filter.
. Baw video (unfiltered, unclamped) 10r descrambler

connection.
Audio Functions
+ Audio subcarrier frequency read-out.
. Wide/Nanow Bandwidth selection.
+ Remote audio volume control.
+ Remote stereo balance control,
+ Remote Dolby@ en7o11
+ 5 audio modes-2 mono, 2 matrix, and discrete

stereo. Automatic multiolex selection.
. Built-in stereo processor.
+ Direct loudspeaker drive.

9902 Remote Sensor
Controls satellite system trorn any room.
Low-cost add-on lor other TVs.
Comes complete with hand-held lR remote control

+ full-lunction, color-coded
lR wireless remote control.

+ Remote 0N/0FF
+ Discrete parental lock-out for individual channels.
+ Bemote mute.
+ Volume control.
+ Stereo balance.
. Channel UP/Down.
+ Video line tune.
+ Audio fine tune
. Antenna iine tune.
. Satellite selection.
. Channel selection.
+ Divided into 4 easy-toJead segments: Satellite

selection, channel selection, tuning functions,
switching functions.

9904 Acruotor lnferfoce
+ 36V power supply to antenna drive.
+ Surge protected.
+ Voltage spikes protected.
+ Design coordinated with 9900.
+ Can be wall-mounted out of sioht.

990619907 Stereo
Loudspeokers
+ Pasive or active models.
+ Up to 40 W per channel.
.+ 3 elements perside; tweeter, mid-nnge and woofer.
+ Magnetic shielded.
+ Automatic 0N/0FF.
+ LED indicators; standby and active.
+ Comolete with line cable leed.

+ Add-on "slave" to 9900 multiple TV's installations.
+ Can function as a stand-alone block receiver;

C-band and Ku-band receDtion.
+ Manually operated channel selection.
+ Video fine tune. AFC defeat.
+ Built-in V/H switch.
+ Built-in antenna switch for satellite or local

reception.
+ Preprogrammed audio frequencies 6.2 and 6.8 MHz.
+ Audio frequency selection 5.0 to 8.0 MHz.
+ Wide/narrow audio bandwidth selection.
+ Raw video output (unclamped, unfiltered) for de-

scrambler connectlon.
+ External Tl filler inDut.
+ Skew control.
+ Polarotor One control ortout 

!*t
+ Denotesnew{eaturesavailable l. , ru

onlyongg00series producrs. 
lit:., ffi
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Luxor High-Performqnce
Microwove Block
Downconverlers
Designed and constructed Jor continuous reliable per-
formance, each Luxor unit is individually inspected
and tested against all specilication requirements. The
Block Downconverter (30 dB gain min.) is used in
conjunction with an LNA. The LNB Block Down-
converter (60 dB gain min.) is an LNA and a Block
Downconverter in one compact package. Each unit is
weathertight, rustproof and lully wananted.

Luxor Sales And Technical Sewices
Th.oughout America

I-(8001245-9995
Canada: Evolution Technology (416) 335 4422

Mexico: Klan SA 52 83 789 015

f - -  - - - @
LUXOK

Luxor (North America) Corp.
600 108th Ave. N.E.. Bellevue. WA 98004
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SATELLITE DICEST
KISS/ continues from page 30

from the feed cable to the dish.
Heifner Communication quickly found that not all receiv-

ers reacted properly to these switches. One init ial problem oc-
curred when one of their clients wished to connecr an
ARUNTA 418 INTERCEPTOR sate l l i te  receiver  in  conjunc-
tion with an ARUNTA QUARTZ satell i te receiver. They had
considerable experience with these two rather advanced units
and knew that even though they were both BDC units, there
was a problem in the way they switched their polarizer pulses
to change a servo type feedhorn. Instead of a continuous
string of pulses being emitted by the receiver when on one po-
larity, the pulses were discontrnued after the oolarizer had
changed position. They then found that a lot of the motor
drives with programmed polarity and format controls also dis-
continued the servo pulses after use. Most of the V/H
switches that had previously been tried would not stay toggled
in one position and would return to the "at rest', position when
the polarizer pulses stopped. This meant that only one polarity
was available at any one time. They decided they needed a"smarter" ViH switch.

A call was placed to Ed Grotsky at Arunta in phoenix,
Arizona. Ed had designed the Interceptor system and is one of
the people who can be counted on to answer tough questions.
He was asked about the California Amplif ier switch that had
just been released. His reply was that it should work and that
he had just received a demo unit from Cal Amp; 'and would
Heifner Communications l ike to do the evaluation?'

This new switch seemed to have the characteristics that
would make it very easy to use and certainly one of the best on
the market. lt is available in three frequency configurations:
low frequency block (400-950 MHz), high btock (900-1450
MHz) and a|3.7-4.2 GHz tor direct LNA switching. The units
are internally balanced to switch signals between two inde-
pendent satell i te receivers and show no insertion loss. This
is especially nice when amplif ication is crit ical for multiple tap
cable runs at block frequencies. The switches are also DC
passive, eliminating the need for any other parts in the switch-
ing system. The switch is activated by supplying just the pulse
line off of the Pl polaritydevice built intothe receiver/svstems.
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>40 dB SOLATION

BASIC CAL.AMP "LOSS-LESS"  SWITCH

0 T O  + 5
d B G A N

It does not work from signals meant for solid state ferrite
feedhorns.

System setup is as simple as hooking the outputs of two
BDC units or LNBs (one odd, one even) into the inputs of the
Cal Amp switch. There are two outputs on each switch in-
tended for two separate receivers. Two inputs for polarizer
pulses for each receiver are provided. Also it would be wise to
avoid the possibil i ty of problems by using a shielded line to
carry the polarizer pulses to reject any possible outside inter_
ference. That completes the installation. The DC power rs pro-
vided through the receivers to the LNAs and BDC unit in the
normal fashion. Each receiver powers both the vertical and
horizontal side in such a way that power inserters and dividers
are totally eliminated.

The ARUNTA equipment uses quartz synthesizing to tune
channels. This is a fast and accurate method to tune satellite
channels and with the Cal Amp switch, channel and polarity
selection became virtually instantaneous. One of the most re-
markable things that was noticed was that the ARUNTA re-
ceivers step through all 24 channels in the period of under a
second when you go from channel 24 to channel 1. When the
system was asked to do this with the dual feed setup and the
solid state Cal Amp switch, it responded with 24 very rapid
frames of different video going across the screen. The quartz
tuning system is a fast channel changer, but the Cal Amp
switch is fast enough to keep up with it!

A product that worked this well was of great interest to
Heifner Communications. lt made a diff icult installation into an
easy one. When that happens in TVRO it is well worth the time
to investigate. Dennis Schwabb, of California Amplifier,
asked Heifner to stop by for a tour.

i
l

l l

i



The Profit Line.
From DX.
Introducing the Profit Line from DX Communications. A completely new line of high-
quality satell i te TV equipment, specifically designed to fit the needs and budgets of
every customer.

All DX receivers feature both C and Ku-band compatibil i ty, video clamp/
unclamo switch for descrambler compatibil i ty, and block down-
conversion for multiple-receiver hookups.

DX also offers matching antenna positioners, a
remote sensor. block downconverter, and all of
the other accessories needed to create the
perfect satell i te TV system.

Best of all, whether you choose our most
economical or our top-of-the-line equipment,
you'l l be assured of getting the same superior
quality and reliabil i ty that DX has become known
for in commercial and home satell i te systems.

For more information, contact your authorized
DX dis t r ibutor ,  or  mai l  in  the coupon.  F ind out
how the Profit Line from DX can mean higher
profits foryour store
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DX COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
A Subsid iary of  C.  l toh & Co.  (Amer ica)  Inc.

10 Skyl ine Dr ive,  Hawthorne,  Ny 10532
p14\ 347-4040 -l
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Please send me more information
on the DX Profi t  Line.

L'T
Sta te  _  Z ip  _
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30 dB isolation between recelvers
O-5 dB overall insertion gain

1 dB gain flatness
40 dB isolation between H/V feeds

15-28 VDC required
60 mA current draw
"F" connectors
Waterproof housing

Dennis met them at the Cal Amp facility in Camarillo'

California. The facility is large and very up-to-date, with the

right mixture of automation and technicians monitoring the
pioduct for peak performance. lt was quickly understood that

inis i" on" of the things that the people at Cal Amp pride them-

selves the most on: quality control and performance'
The engineering department, the people responsible for

the switch and the other products that Cal Amp markets were

introduced. Ernesto Gold, associate engineer, explained the

concepts that are used in the design of the product' Ernesto

explained that the switch can change feeds faster than their in-

struments can measure. Typically, depending on which fre-
quency block used, the switches have the following specs:

1 )
2l
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

TROUBLE SHOOTING CAL.AMP SWITCHING SYSTEM

1) Receive(s) doesnotoPerate?
A) Re-check all RF cables from LNB (s) to switch, switch to

receive(s). Remember: Most problems are improperly instal-

led connectors.
2\ Receiver operates only one polarization?

ll Re-checkall pulsscableconnections (centerpinon 31'52using

center @nctuctor of cable)' Check to be sure shield on pulse car'

rying cable is not shorted to pulse wire (tiny strand of shield short-

ing?)
B) Check'skew control'for proper setting (feed if not electri-

cally skewable may need re-positioning; if skewable' may re-

quire skew-tweeking).
3) System only works when BOTH receivers are turned on?

Aj Cunent coming from receiver to switch is not ddequate'

This will also degrade operation of LNBs as well since the

operating voltage feeds through the switch to the LNB as well'

Solution is to use separate power supply with power inserter (typ-

ically 350 mA, 15 to 28 VDC) since receiver supply cannot handle

load.
4) Fuses burning out in receiver DC side?

A) Check all RF cables for shorts'
B) Power supply cannot handle'load'; add power inserter as

suggested in'C'.

D ISH WITH
DUAL POLE
l - h t u J ,  I  v v l l \

LNBs
NOTE:
5 VOLT CONNECTION
ON recervers NOT
USED HERE,

VERTICAL L INE

NOTE:
USE SHIELDED WIRE (CENTER
CONDUCTOR,  SHIELD,  POLY JACKET)
FROM PULSE (CENTER CONDUCTOR)
AND GROUND (SHIELD)TO CAL-AMP
SWITCH CENTER CONDUCTOR TO
' P I N ' O N  ' S 1  . '  

' 5 2 ' A N D

CONNECTIONS,  DO NOT STRAIN
PIN ON 51 or  52

TWO RECEIVER HOOK-UP WITH CAL-AIVP SWITCH

RECEIVER #1

RF/DC L

RCVR SWITCH
# 1  # 1

HORTZONTAL VERTICAL

RCVF SWITCH
#2 #2

RECEIVER #2

RF/DC +
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thing in common-hidden costs. As a new dealer in this field,
it is important to move carefully and do your homework on the
design. Much of the equipment wil l work together, but some-
times there are additional components required, like isolators,
power dividers, power inserters, power supplies, and voltage
terminators. These items can push up the cost of the system
rapidly. The Cal Amp switch becomes a bargain when you fully
realize what you save by not needing these other compo-

nents. lt can also improve system reliability by reducing the
number of parts involved. Hookup time is also faster.

A modular building approach to the installation of multiple
24 channel TVRO systems was a very welcome piece of en-
gineering. Anytime someone makes a dealer's installation job
easier and more foolproof, he deserves a hand. This is just
what the folks at Cal Amp are trying to do-make things sim-
pler.

EQUIPMENT REVIEW:
PRO-STAR TVRO

RECEIVER

ERRATIC Beginning
The front cover on the brochure says "All you do is turn it

on". The artwork depicts a small handheld remote control'zapping' a beam of control information to the front display
panel on a satellite receiver.

Unfortunately for ProStar, turning it on was not all they had to
do to 'turn on the marketplace' to the latest John Ramsey
designed TVRO receiver. Ramsey (see CSD for September
1984) has been a part of TVRO since he first appeared with
legandary designer Clyde Washburn (Earth Terminals re-
ceiver) at the Miami SPTS show in February of 1990. Ram-
sey's design talents have been responsible for nearly 50,000
TVRO receivers sitting out there in American (and other)
homes since that first appearance in the industry. Few would
argue that John Ramsey does not know his way around the in-
side of a TVRO receiver.

The ProStar is an entirely new world for John Ramsey. lt is
the first Ramsey receiver to go offshore for production. And it
is happening at a time when high performance, low-cost re-
ceivers are stacking up on street corners all over America in
abundant supply. From the earliest Washburn and then Ram-
sey inspired 'Sat-Tec' (or Ramsey Electronic) products, the
benchmark from John Ramsey has been low cost and moder-
ate performance. In recent years, faced with the ever stiffer
off-shore competition, John Ramsey has found his original
Sat-Tec line at a growing disadvantage when compared to
Taiwan and Korean receivers which have themselves ma-
tured jnto good performing pieces of hardware. How long'could a kid in the backwater of upstate New york' continue to
compete with 'offshore labor rates'? More important, was not
the offshore technology'catching up' to Ramsey's legendary
abil ity to strip out costs?

HANDHELD REMOTE provides channel toggling or direct-ac-
cess by transponder number in addition to other tuning tunc-
tions.

The ProStar receiver started out as a ,no holds barred'de_
sign. Trying to break out of the image of producing only low
cost and cheap products, this receiver was to be John,s best
effort to date. Ramsey wanted it to be as automatic as possi_
ble, controlling everything from an lR handheld. He also
wanted performance to be equal to the best. The project
drifted along, Ramsey and staff designing, a well known
Japanese firm interfacing for possible production, for more
ihan a year. The marketplace, meanwhile, was anything but
static. Each time the design appeared ,lrozen,along 

came a
new receiver with a new feature which Ramsey felt obliged to
consider for possible inclusion into the receiver. As the ,fea_
tures rose'the projected cost also rose and finally it became
apparent that this was a treadmill that continued into infinity.
You could keep on adding features, and incremental cost in_
creases, forever. You would also never get into production if
you followed this scenario to its logical end.
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picture it has to maintain a very high degree
of parabolic symmetry. The structural integrity
of any antenna design will greatly influence
its qain and beamwidth characteristics.
Strehgth is critical for good performance.
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reflector, you must be able to aim the antenna
with predictable, repeatable precision. A
stable, accurate polar mount and drive system
will enable you to enjoy truly care-free
operation of your system.
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svstem that performs without excuses. You'll
rriant that sdme performance tomorrow as
well as years from tomorrow. Start with a
high performance Paraclipse system and that's
what you' l l  get.
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Die cut mesh
panels fit easily
into place
between the new
leading edge rib
extrusions. The
mesh panels are
held firmly against
the rib by a snap-
in strip. The result
is a very clean
looking mesh
installation.

PIONEER MEMBER OF
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Paracllpse Inc. 37 | t Meadowvlew Drlve
Reddfng, Caflfornla 96002 {9161 365-9131
Copyrlght | 985 Paracllpse Inc.

Our new stainless steel mesh clips are
snapped on by one person. Shaip barbs
grip lateral grooves on the aluminum
ring extrusion for a secure hold.



Ramsey and marketing advisor Dave Fedric had a target

price in mind; under $3S0 dealer cost' Fedric believed that if

lhe receiver had all of the features of the $700 range units' but

cost approximately half as much, he could move all that Ram-

r"v "tlro produie through the Japane-se connection' But

most of all, the receiver had to work well'

Ramsey's past design efforts have usuallyfollowed a'cost-

{irst '. 'performance-second' philosophy' Both Fedric and

Ramsey were adamant that the ProStar would reverse that se-

qrLn""; 'performance-first, cost-second'' When the first ship-

ment of receivers arrived in the United States in mid-summer'

there were Problems.
The ProStar unit breaks no real new ground in the way of

clever, new technology; that is probably a plus since 'new

technology' has a way of chasing its designers around the pro-

duction floor for several thousand units unti l the designers get

the beast tamed. This is a block downconversion package

which has chosen the 440-940 MHz range for lF' In Ramsey's

view, the trade-off of a lower lF (ie' rather than the 950-1450

MHz lF range which seems to be a defacto Japense'brand

standard) is an important consideration for the installer who

wants to gang up multiple receivers without having to find cus-

tomized distribution parts. The downside of having chosen the

lower range (400/900, 44Olg4O) region as the lF is that the in-

staller ha; to be bright enough to select component pans

(splitters, taps, connectors, amplifiers) whlcl will' in fact' func-

iion ou"r. the full frequency range' As GSD has belabored in

several prior issues (see CSD for May 01 , 1985 for most re-

cent discussion), many of the UHF-TV range devices required

ford is t r ibut iondonota|waysfunct ionadequate|y inthetop-
end (high frequency end) of this frequency range'

What separates this particular BDC receiver package from

others in the 400/900 MHz (nominal) region'is the infrared re-

mote control features and the price of a nearly-fullfunction re-

mote. For a price under $350, the installer is able to offer the

customer across{he-room channel selection' f ine tuning'

audio tuning, audio format selection and direct channel access'

.Djsh movement is controlled separately, however'

SATELLITE DICEST

The Receiver:
1) ls quartz reference tuned, making channel selection

very positive;
2) Can be fine-tuned, in spite ot the quartz tuning' to

allow a measure of 'stepping around' local Tl carriers;

3) Provides mono audio, matrix, stereo audio and

discrete stereo audio with remote controlled audio tun-

ing over the 5.5 to 8.0 MHz range;-+) 
Automatic polarity switching (Polarotor 1)with skew

control;
5) Automatic changeover to the terrestrial TV antenna/

cable connection (by shutting off ProStar receiver);

6) LED display for channel tuned, LED bar graph for sig-

nal level and audio tuning
7) Has a27 MHzwide lF, a suitable cross between nar-

rower bandwidth which traditionally produces the best sig-

nal to noise on weaker transponders, and the wider lF

which should produce better video definit ion;

8) An RF modulated output (channel 3 or 4, crystal con-

trolled; we measured + 6 dBmV);
9) A baseband output, unfi ltered, which is suitable for

Oriving an external descrambler unit (ie. VC2000 series);
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PROSTAR (XR-l) RECEIVER SPECS:
lnput Frequency Range: 44Ol94O MHz (block)

Input Signal Level: Not specified
Input AGC Range: 20 dB minimum
lnput Threshold: 8 dB claimed
lF Bandwidth: 27 M{zclaimed, at 300 MHz PLL Frequency

Tuning system: Frequency synthesized' memory

Polarization Control: Pulse type (Polarotor 1)

Outouts:
A) RF/Channel 3 or4, crystal controlled, +6 dBmV measured

ei Left and right audio (Matrix, discrete) and mono audio

C) Baseband, filtered video 1 volt peak to peak

Control: On board soft-touch controls or lR remote

Price: $319 to $349 dealer net through distributors, less BDC (BDC

available at $49 or $59, see text)
Source: ProStar Microwave, lnc-, 2575 Baird Road, Penfield' NY

145267161381-7265.

,tr,i!;l(';,t.r \
"!y.^;: ,,,

RAMSEY XR-1 BDC works but not as well as Avantek unit'
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PROSTAR XRI is compact (11-3/4" x 3-114" x 10") and t ightweight (7 pounds).

and
10) Baseband audio output, right and left, at ' l ine level'

(typically 0 dbm).
Internally, there is a demodulator circuit which is quite

unique, a300 MHz frequency range PLLcircuitwhich Ramsey
developed as a solution to bandwidth limitation problems usu-
ally encountered with PLL devices at the more common 70 (or
'134) MHz region(s).

The initial units provided to distributors for test suffered
two serious problems:

1) The downconverter provided, a DC-XRI unit from
Ramsey, simply did not perform adequately. Output was
lower than it should be and there was an erratic type of
(DRO driven) frequency stabil ity problem.

2) The audio tuning was not smooth. As you stepped
through, the audio would roll off too sharply on 'one side, and
too slowly on the other.
Compounding these initial problems was a third problem,

with memory. You see, the ProStar receiver'remembers'the
audio and video fine tuning instructions for each channel. The in-
staller sets it up with either the lR unit or the on-receiver controls
and, in theory, that's the last time anybody has to touch either un-
less there is an unusual downlink situation. In prac-
tice, the receiver failed to remember properly and users found
themselves resetting all of the audio and video tuning controls
each time they turned the receiver on. Not good.

Fortunately, these problems were caught early enough
that Ramsey was able to interface with the manufacturer (Mit-
sumi Electronics; a very sizeable Japanese firm) to have the
design corrected.
PERformance

CSD received one of the first 100 units, for evaluation. We
discovered what other early testers also found; thei problems
just reported. Our feedback to Ramsey was cryptic and
pointed. Neither was necessary, it would turn out, because
Ramsey was already Japan-bound on a trans-Pacific shuttle
to sit down with Mitsumi and correct the problems. Some were

'software' related; smart chips within the receiver were simply
not smad enough, or their' logic' had become'twisted'during
production. The channel tuning and audio tuning problems
were quickly corrected and for those f irst few hundred units out
in the field, chip-set changeouts could correct the tuning prob-
lems.

The downconverter problem was resolved in two ways:
1) The original plan was for a Japanese built LNB for the
package; a completely integrated package which would
allow the installer to attach a feed, run a single cable, and
be 'in business' at the receiver end. Delivery of the LNB
portion of the receiver was delayed. The XR-1 BDC, which
has to be retrofitted with an LNA of dealer selection, was an
interim approach which offered the dealer a second op-
tion to building a ProStar system; he could use the BDC
and hand select an LNA which suited his localized recep-
tion conditions.

Stability, and output level of the XR-1, had to be readdres-
sed. While this was going on, the ProStar receivers were pil ing
up at the Ramsey dock. The solution was to go to Avantek
for their recently announced BDC unit. This may have been a
blessing in disguise, slnce the Avantek unit performs exception-
ally well for relatively few dollars.
relatively few dollars.

2) At the present time the dealers have two ways to go;
they can opt for the redesigned XR-1 from Ramsey directly,
or through Ramsey an Avantek BDC which mates with the
440-940 MHz lF range. There is a small price differential
($10) with the Avantek unit.
When we received a second unit late in September, our

first 'test' was to place it along side the original unit for com-
parison. There was very little comparison between the two: the
video and audio were significantly improved on the current
version package (using the Avantek BDC). We also tried the
older XR-1 BDC (produced before the stability and output
problems were properly resolved) with the latest version of the







USER CAN use polarization switching unit or twin LNAS with

dual-pole feed (left); fine tune of polarization is provided'

receiver, performance was improved from the original pack-

age here'as well, although it was obvious that the Avantek

downconverter was a generation-improvement from the older

original, XR-1 downconverter'
There are these specific observations:

A) The ProStar receiver has an interesting 'threshold ef'

fect.' When you hit the receiver with a healthy signal (in

the 9 dB and up carrier to noise region), the pictures (and

audio) are superb. The 300 MHz region PLL appears to

have a uery si'arp 'threshold knee'; that is, when it really

starts cooking, it does so very abruptly'
The linear naiure of the PLL produces video at good carrier

to noise levels (9 dB and up is a'safe' number) which comes

close to what one sees from a true high definition receiver such

as the USS/Maspro SR-3. lt is better video than one expects

lrom a 27 MHz wide lF and there are certainly some 'tricks' in

here which Ramsey has learned well.

B) The downsid'e is tnat when you drop a couple of dB below

threshold (6.5 to 7.5 dB would be a'safe number' here) the

video and audio come apart quite rapidly' the audio on the

first version of the receiver failed first, but on the current ver-

sion the two fall off at about the same rate'

in" t""i"g" here is that for the dealer price range of this

receiver, you can expect better pictures (and suitable' if not

outstanding audio) from the ProStar than you will see from re-

ceivers costing at least twice as much, provided you are above

threshold. Our recommendation to dealers, therefore' is

that you should try a ProStar unit for possible resale' You

snouiO try it with the intention of usino it in svstems where the

customei is not trying to squeak by with a six foot dish when an

8 foot is tecommended or with an 8 foot when a 10 foot is recom-
'mended. This receiver works far better than its price

suggests, but only il you use it properly'

Ii tn" p""t, Ramsey designed receivers (ie' Sat-Tec) have

often 
'packaged' wit-h antenna and LNA combinations

which end up neing 'dealer price leaders" In effect, the dealer

SATELLITE DICEST

REAR DECK connectors include TV antenna input (switching au-

tomatic), baseband (filtered) and decoder (unfiltered) outputs'

knows he can buy a Sat-Tech product'right' and by combining it

with antenna and LNA pieces which he also'buys right', the con'

sumer is presented with a system-package which he will usually

move away from (ie. go upward in system quality) if he has the

dollars to spend. That's a legitimate function for a low

cost product line. The dealerwho approachesthe ProStarwith

the same attitude (believing before he turns it on that he has

another 'low end price leader') and who connects it to the

smallest sized dish he has for sale will get, as we found out,

less than satisfactory results (the Anderson BDC package'

for example, while not offering the same user convenience,

has significantly better pictures below threshold). That's the

wrong dealer attitude towards the ProStar. lt should be consi-

dered as a part of a system package with at least the mid-

range antennas (8 foot if you sell 6,8 and 10) and even as a

lower priced receiver option for the top (largest) size antenna
package. Again, the video is superb if you produce a carrier

to noise ratio which tickles'the 300 MHz PLL properly'

BUYing The ProStar
The receiver is currently selling to dealers, complete with

the lR remote, in the $3'19 to $349 region at approximately 30

distributors nationwide. To this the dealer must make an op-

tional selection between the XR-1 BDC downconverter ($49

typically) or the Avantek downconverter ($59 typically)' Re-

member that this is a true BDC system and you can stack mul-

tiple receivers to the system using mini-cable wiring

techniques which have been detailed in CSD previously'

Down the road will be the ProStar LNB package which'

when available, will give the dealer another option of how to

get his 3.7 to 4.2 GHz signal down to the 440/940 MHz inter-

face of the receiver lF ProPer.
The features here are significant, although hardly unique'

The performance, given the conditions recited here, is excel-

lent and dealers who are looking for a price breakthrough with

lR controlled stackable receivers would do well to look at the

ProStar unit.
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BECAUSE OUALTTY COUNTS. . .
Are You a Professional
Dealer Or do You lust Sell Satellite
T\l Systems?
If vou are a professional satellite TV dealer
yo'ur reputation is very important to you
and vour customers.

Vfhut will happen to that reputation
five or ten vears'from now whe^n steel
antennas b6gin to rust-out or after the
next hail or i,vindstorm blows through and
those mesh antennas have to be repaired
or replaced - At Your Expense?

Check the written warrantY on the
antennas vou carrv - if one dxists - and
read the fine prinf. Don't make a mistake
now that will-haunt vou for vears to
come. Invest in Qua{ity that will stand the
\est of tirne and. the e\ements.

YOU CAN COUNT
ON AN ODOM.

?W$ruffi -@ffi#L$Y fl'X': If you want durable, long lasting satellite TV antennas that
will continue to perform for yeais to come, rely on fiberglass. If you want toP quality
fiberglass, rely on ODOM ANTENNAS, iNC.

-l

i

' :.

P.O. Box 1017
Beebe, Arkansas 72012

(800) 643-2950
or in Arkansas
(r0r) 882-6485

&rure-ffirorueffi.ffirom.
THE AT{TENNA SOURCE

IL



"The satellite-television rcvolution,...has the potential to translorm the world. lt may one day come to be viewed as a
morc poftentous developmentthan the invention of television itsell.'

DAVTD OWEN.THE ATLANT]C (MONTHLnJUNE 1985.

NATIONAL SATETUTE COM}TUNICANONS'"
.  Past, present and fulure, NSC is your distr ibutor for ALL major brands ol satel l i te

receiving equipment.
o NSC is conl ident lhat our professional management team has the experience, depth,

and support to back you up in an ever changing technology.
. The growing "Authorized NSC Dealer" network and their long l ist of satisf ied

consumers proves, t ime af ter t ime, lhat ski l led dealers get results.

l f  your exist ing satel l i te business needs help opening vital doors,
It  you dream about start ing a successful high.tech business,

CALL NSC (TOLL FREE) TODAY.
o When invesl ing in satel l i te earth stat ion technology you should act with confidence.

Call  NSC for the "Authorized Dealer" closest lo you.

TELEX 3247 01 SATELLTTE (FO R WO R L DWI D E CONSU LTATTO NS)

O NATIONAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS 1985

@

21st Cenlury Part
Cllllon Prrt, NY 12065
In NY:910.522.3538
Nllloml:8m-833J1485

10779 Srlelllte BlYd.
Orlendo, FL 32821
In FL:800€21.8859
Reglonrl: 800.322.4044

92ruCody
Overland P.rt, KS 88214
In KS:8(xl-t132{141
Netlon.l: 8{Xl€3}5027

PIONEER MEMBER OF

asFncE
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METHODOLOGY/ Nearly 5,000 home TVRO system users were identif ied
through an arrangement with a cross-section of TVRO hardware original equip-
ment suppliers. A random sample of warranty registration card fi les provided a
master'survey universe' covering the period 1980 through 1985, spread over all
regions of the United states and outside the USA where DOMSAT (domestic US
satellites) can be received. Survey results are based upon 2,086 responses
(43.6/.) received by the specified cut-off date. The study was conducted under
contract by Ruddick Research International.

partial listing ot questions included in original suruey form: How long had satellite earth station? Region ol country? Primary use of system? Factor that convinced you to buy

system? Numberof broadcast television stations you receive? currently have access lo cable w system? A subscriberto the system? Pleased with cable service receive(d)? Tolal

number ot hours per week satell i te system used by all members of household? Satistaction with satell i te receiving equipment? Satell i tes tuned-in three or more l imes per week?

category ot programming viewed mosl lrequenily by household on satellite? Categories of programming viewed next-most frequently? lmportant source ol satellite program-

minjinlormationl Main benefit expected from satellite equipment? How much spenl on satellite receiving equipment? other electronic equipment currently have or own in home?

equipment within next I 2 months? Equipment plan on buying? Age of head of household? Family status ol household? Income ol household? Education of head of household?

occupation of head of household? publications subscribed to or read regularily? Programming sourcesviewed through satellite: ABc, cBS, NBc' WTBS' wGN' USA Network, cBN,

ESpN, HBO, Cinemax, Showtime. Type of products usually purchased? Buy sooner it on credit? Generally a 'risk taker' in purchasing? When shopping, generally buy more than

anticipated? use goo-tollJree numbers when shopping? Tend to buy merchandise based upon lowest pricing? consult literature and publications for education before buying?

Gonerally compare prices b€lore buying?

household; Location of residence by region; Educational level of head ol household; Occupation of head of household; Magazines subscribed to or read regularly. Behavioral

satell i tes viewed; Types ol programming viewed; seryices viewed (viewership, Programming viewed).

HOW TO'The 1985 (CSD) TVRO Market Profilel
PLEASE enter our order lor a single copy of the 150 page '1985 (CSD) TVRO Market Prof i le'. Our check for $1 ,000, to
West Indies Video, Ltd., is attached. We understand that this 'Profi le' is being sold to us with our agreement that no portions
may be duplicated for distribution nor published without the written consent of the copyright holders. We also understand that
ourcopy wil l be sent via Federal Express within two working days of receipt of our order and payment.

Ship to:
NAME

COMP
ADDRESS (street only)

CITY STATE
Telephone Number: (

We agree to the confidentiality terms of this 'Profi le':

z lP

Signature

Indies Video.
Order
West Ltd. Fort Lauderdale, Fl. 33310

(Telephone 305/771 -0505)

-1
Box 100858

Title



THE BIG

BLACK BOOK

wHo -

wHAT - iil:t[fi:?1ffi"filT?:iil#??t lfin; 
sports, news??? How important to rVRo owners are

NOW for the first time there^is a 'definitive profile' of the TVRO marketplace; a detailed, perceptive look at thedemographics of the TVjo consumer, complete with behavorial segmentation proiiles! More tnun i,cioopresent-day owners of TVRO completed a 43. question, four-page lurvey designed ny sr<irreo mark;il;gstrategists to elicit data which would allow a full computer tabulati6n of the 'demo"graphics of TVRO.'

THE 1985 (CSD)TVRO Market Profi le'contains 150 pages of charts, analysis, tables and summaries. ,The

lfgjF'provides insight into the motivations of TVRO purchase and revealsimportant'user satisfaction'and
TVRO system 'use profiles' for the first time. 'The Profite' is skillfully edited and arranged into sections to allow
cursory, intermediate and in-depth analysis of all of the important factors influencing iVnO purchase and use.

W.ithin t-hg-ts0 pag_es there are 32'basic tables',49'cross-tabulation tables'and 38'behavioral tendencytables'. A 16 page 'Executive Summary' backed up by 22 pages of 'summary tables; ls tailored for the busymanagement person who needs to understand the basic motivalions of TVRO but who does not have the time t6prepare his own analysis.

'The 1985 (CSD) TVRO Market Profile' is available to you on a confidential basis for use limited to within yourorganization, and it may not be reproduced nor printed in any form without the written consent of the copyiightholders.

THAT UNLOCKS

THE SECRETS

OF THE TVRO

MARKETPLACE

really makes up the 1985 TVRO marketplace? ls the marketplace shifting from rural to
suburban?
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ROOTS OF TVRO/

(PART 17)

SO TO TODAY.

This series Re-visits the history of terrestrial/broadcast television'

from the perspective of the 7O's "ultimate technology," cable TV. This

series first appeared in CATJ magazine in 1975, and its publication

forced many changes in FCC policy vis-a-vis cable TV.

gests that euerg home should" haue ac'"cess 
to no I'ess thon one educat'ional

(i.e. pubtic broadcast) outlet. So now
we have four in our number-Pot.

And here is where we run into trou-
ble: the more-than-four syndrone.
Large market centers, ,such as Los
Ang"eles and New York, have multipl-e
outlets of non-network signals avail-
able. Had the FCC not set out almost
deliberately to put the DuMont Net-
work out of business by not providing
channels for its affiliations in the same
markets that CBS and NBC had affili-
ates, the basic service or adequate ser-
vice criteria would have been four plus
one (one being ETV) rather than three
plus one. So-virtually-everyone, the
irCC included, accepts that at least one
non-netuork affilinted stati'on is per-
missible.

What bothers CATV PeoPIe the
most is why the FCC should have the
self-given authority to decide that
CefV viewers in Pocahontas, Ar., are
entitled to view, via cable, only three
network signals, one ETV signal, and
one independent (non-network) signal;
while home viewers with rooftop an-
tennas near Pocahontas are free to
watch up to ten television stations by
simply installing a $100 antenna on
their roof and connecting it to their

Milkons of American hornes are to-
dag, even with translators, with boost-
erJ, with cable, and with the PrimarY
broadcast stations and their satellite
stations, without adequate tel,euisi'on
reception.

56 what is adequate television? One
channel? Three channels? Five chan-
nels?

Competition for viewers is the creed
of the broadcasters. The FCC has set
the pattern for networks: there shall
not be more than three, if the FCC has
anything to say about it. Th-eir han-
dling of the allocations mess has seen
to that.

So it is basic that if there are three
national networks, that ony definition
of ad.equate ot minimum se-.ryice levels
6 ail American homes must include
reception from stations which provide
real-time (i.e. simultaneous) choice of
network programming from all three
networks. nigtrt away we have three
in our number-Pot.

Former FCC Commissioner Frieda
Hennock wanted to reserv e 25olo of all
television allocations (i.e. channels) for
educational use; in the final analysis,
less than 150/o went to the educators,
but even that number stronglY sug-

E



Micro\nsionll
order and schedule from several suppliers. Best of alt, the
MicroVision ll System rs UPS shippabte!

FLEXIBLE: Anderson Scientific block conversion techno-
logy allows simple, low-cost, expansion 0f the system t0
provide satellite TV to additional rooms or households.
}ther lptilns include a ten flot dish, an azimuth dish
drive, and the industry's first skewable dual feed.

EC0N0MICAL: The MicroVision tt System is extremely
inexpensive. However, the savings extend beyond the
initial cost-you can eliminate the hassles of multiple sup-
pliers, incompatible clmponents, expensive freight, and
unreliable equipment.

AVATLABLE: Catt your Andersln Scientific distributor to
nrder yzur MicroVision ll System today!

At last, a small dish system that performs
C0MPLETE: The MicroVision ll includes a two-meter dish,
pllar mlunt, PolarmaticTM feedhorn, 75" LNA (or better),
buttonhook suppzrt, downconverter, STI 01 0 receiver,
connect1rs,and an easy t0 understand instaltation manual.

INTEGBATED: All components have been selected to func-
tion pertectly together. The ultra-low threshold'5T1010
receiver prlvides unexcelled pertormance on small dish
sysrems.

ClNVENTENT: The MicroVision ll System provides
everything ylu need from one slurce; there is n0 need t0
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receiver. The FCC claims that to allow
cable viewers in Pocahontas to receive
more than five stations mi,ghf severely
cripple the continued television broad-
casting of a station located 31 miles
from Pocahontas, in Jonesboro. Poca-
hontas is singled out here not because
it alone could (the FCC claims) cripple
the economic well-being of the Jones-
boro station, but because the cumula-
tive effect of people within the Jones-
boro station's service area watching
too many television stations might (the
FCC contends) be injurious to the eco-
nomic health of the Jonesboro station.
We'll explore that line of FCC reason-
ing, which plays right into the think-
tank of the broadcasters and the net-
works, a little later on.

So anything more than five separate
stations on a cable system is taboo for
many CATV systems (others are "al-

lowed" up to seven signals, made up oJ
three network signals, one ETV/PBS
signal and up to three non-network sig-
nals). The rationale behind this is un-
clear at best, as we shall see.

But what about the People in the
country who would do cart-wheel flips
for five stations? How many are there,
Iike this?

The FCC, and the networks, would
lead you to believe that these are insig-
nificant numbers. Another govern-
ment office would lead you to believe
otherwis e, arLd CATJ agrees with the
Intter.

Anytime someone suggests that the
FCC's mandated TV allocations table is
not doing its job, the FCC Promptly
rushes out a counter statement. That
usually ends the matter, for the ti'me
be'ing, because to date no Congression-
aI offi,ce or cornrni,ttee has taken the
time to seek out the truth. Hopefully, a
forum will be created in the near fu-
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ture, at which time the FCC will be
asked to proae that its allocations table
is bringing television to the rural
areas.

For the time being, let's make refer-
ence to a study, accompanied by a re-
port and a recommendation, released
by the Office of Tel,ecornmunications
Polf,cy, in mid-February of this year.

A couple of years back, when now
Acting Director of OTP, John Eger,
was being questioned for confirmation
to his present post by United States
Senator Howard Baker of Tennessee'
Eger explained to the Senator how he
wanted to develop an OTP studY to
pinpoint those areas of the United
States where inadequate television
service existed. Subsequently OTP
embarked on a study by commission-
ing the prestigiovs Denaer Research
Insti,tute to look into the matter. DRI
undertook first to determine, in phase
one of their study, those areas of the
country which presently receive (1) no
television reception, from any stations;
(2) those areas of the country who re-
ceive feuer thon three channels of tele-
vision, and, (3) those areas of the coun-
try which receive fewer than five chan-
nels of television. The DRI study made
no attempt to separate those areas re-
ceiving say three channels by whether
the three channels were of different
base network affiliations, or whether
(as does occur in some areas) all three
statinns are affiliated with the soime
netu)ork Obviously receiving three
stations is of. kttl.e benefit if all are say
NBC affiliates, since three chonnek
ca?'rAi,ng the sune progrun at the
same time hardly contributes to view-
er program selection diversitY.

The DRI study, phase one, set out to
measure coverage nonetheless, and it
found that:
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Approximately 1,000,000 households,
or lrlzo/o of all U.S. homes, are out of
reach of any television stations (in-
cluding ETV stations);
Approximately 6,000,000 households,
or 9o/o of all U.S. homes, are present-
ly out of reach of three television sta-
tions (i.e. 6,000,000 homes do NOT
reeeive three channels);
Approximately 22,000,000 house-
holds, or M.|olo of all U.S. homes, do
not receive five television stations.

Thus by the study commissioned bY
the President's Office of Telecommuni-
cations Policy, fully a third (*) of all
U.S. households, today, rnore thon 23
Aears after the FCC kfted the so-call,e,d
allncations freeze in 1952, still do not
have adequate (five channel or more)
television coverage. The FCC may
seek to deny these numbers, but they
are, we believe, accurate nonetheless.
The FCC's record is bad enough u/tth-
ozt their denial of this apparent basic
truth.

As noted earlier, the DRI study
dealt with the simple coverage of tele-
vision station signals. For example, if
you live in large portions of Cameron,
Elk, Forest, and Potter counties in
Pennsylvania (yes-Pennsyluon'in!|,
you are within reach of one television
station onlAi that station is WPSX, a
channel 3 educational television sta-
tion. You are outs'id,e of the dtirect (i.e.
unaided by cable) reach of anA other
stat'i.ons. In the DRI study, the resi-
dents of these counties would be ac-
corded "reception of one channel" and
thus would not contribute to the fig-
ures for that segment of the population
which receives fl.o signals. Yet if. gou
lived in these county areas in north-
central Pennsylvania (such as in
Wilcox, on Highway 2I9 north of John-
sonburg), jou would hardly agree with

DRI according you one-stati,on status.
We have not cherry-picked north-cen-
tral Pennsylvania as an kolnted exam-
ple; there are kterally hundreds of
such examples all across the United
States, just waiting for the proper
Congressi,onal forurn to be clearly pre-
sented.

So DRI says:
(1) tt/zolo of U.S. households do not

receive one channel;
(2) 9o/o of U.S. households do not

receive three channels;
(3) 34.1o/o of U.S. households do

not receive five channels.
To which CATJ can only add that

our ou)n research suggests that the
numbers can easily be seueral times as
lnrge in the one-channel and three-
channel categories, as perhaps as much
as 40olo of U.S. households in the five-
channel category when you use os Uour
criterin for meosurernent not the phys-
ical number of channels received, but
the number of different prograrn ser-
u'f,ces receiued. Again, receiving two
channels is not very important if both
are NBC affiliates and the dual recep-
tion offers no more program selection
than you would have with a single
channel of reception.

Still, the DRI study and the presen-
tation by OTP is a forceful first step in
the right direction. In mid-February,
the Acting Director of the Office of
Telecommunications Policy (OTP) sent
the reports from DRI along to the of-
fice of FCC Chairman Richard E. Wiley
with a recommendation. OTP urged
the FCC to:

(f) Attemp to develop a hybrid plan that
would allow CATV systems operating
(now or in the luture) in those areas
which DRI identified as underserved
to provide a combination service to
both the local community (i.e. Wilcox,

(A)

(B)

(c)
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Pa.) and to the surrounding country-
side (i.e. a radius of perhaps 10 miles
of Wilcox, in northern Elk County,
pa. ) ;

(2) Modily existing FCC rules which "p"o-

hibit CATV operators from owning
and operating translators" in the
same area as their cable systems, so
that through a combination oI equip-
ment and personnel the cable opera-
tor could serve not only the town with
cable but the rural areas as well with
translators.

Under the present scheme of things,
the FCC allows everyone bzt cable sys-
tems to own and operate translators.
This includes radio and television
broadcast stations, local non-profit
groups, local tax districts, local for-
profit translator companies, local city
and county governments . . . .euerAone
BUT cabl,e, sAstern operators. This
strange prohibition developed during
the late 50's and 60's when the Com-

mission was attempting to stop cable
by uthateaer rneons it could,, and they
justified this divoree of cable and
translators at the time by trumping up
the storg that cable and translators
were competitive mediums. Inter
estingly, the possibility that the two
might be competition has never ser-
iously impaired the Commission's
granting of TV licenses to local news-
paper publishers, or to Iocal radio sta-
tion operators, or to local newspaper
publishers and radio station operations
who o/so wanted a piece of the local
television picture. Apparently the FCC
has only been conce' rled about srnall,
Uttl,e, Incal concentrations of media;
never large, regional concentrations of
media.

The DRI/OTP report, now in the
hands of the FCC, willneuer arnount to
rnuch unless Congress shows a keen
interest in the FCC's handling of tele-
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vision allocations. The FCC has shown,
repeatedly, that it is better at foot
dragging and proposal burying than
virtually any other federal agency. The
powerful, well-entrenched broad-
casters will not like the OTP proposal
that 22,000,000 U.S. households should
have a rniruirnu,rn of. five channels of
television service; and as long as they
do not like it, the exceedingly biased
FCC, taktng its directionfrom the pow-

Call Me First?
I have wanted to write to you many times in the past few years but

never made the time to do so. (To my regret.) What has prompted this
letter is your article in CSD/6-85, page 78, "Built-ln Hostility." I am not
only surprised, but amazed that you did not call me or the three other
Indiana SPACE board members (one distributor board member, two
dealer board members), one of which is the Vice Chairman of the
dealer board as your article stated.

I have been in the TV/CB/Ham antenna business for 15 years; I
started when lwas 15 years old. Manied at 17, LuAnne and lhaVe
been very proud of our reputation in the area (although my pride has
been shaken a few times in the last five years). We have been licensed
by the state of Indiana since 1972 as an antenna installer, and with
MATV and Satellite endorsement since it became available last year.
Most satellite dealers did not.know about the license require-
ments. There was a lot of confusion coming from the Indiana Board of
Radio & Service Examiners at that time as to what needed to be done
to become licensed or to qualify to take the examination under the
state's law; i.e. one year apprenticeship or qualified tech school.
When told about the requirements, most satellite dealers chose to ig-
nore them. This went on until last fall, when the IESA, working with the
Indiana Board of Examiners, made a proposal which would require a
satellite dealer/installer to obtain a Television & Radio repair license
before he or she could install TVRO systems! This brought things to a
head and SPACE to the scene.

To begin with, SPACE did not come to my aid; I came to the aid of
SPACE. Denick Humphries suggested that it would look very good to
the Indjana Board if the satellite dealers would have a libensed sateF
lite dealer represent thern along with Mike Schroeder, of CSS, (one
SPACE distributor board member). I volunteered for the good of the
industry, and read the dealer statement that Brown & Finn had pre-
pared for our position. Since then, our industry press has mistaken me
for an unlicensed technician and a TVRO maverick.
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erfulbroadcasters and their lobby, will
neuer show the initiative to improve
the lot of 22,000,000 American families
now receiving inadequate television
reception. And that is hardly limited to
the present OTP proposal, whatever
its value. That is an across-the-board
indictment of the FCC, to ever do any-
thing that the present broadcast media
does not wish done.

Derrick Humphries did a fantastic job of representing our industry
and made a very tavorable impression of goodwill on the Indiana
Board. We had promised at that time to put together an educational
program later in the summer, designed to help the dealers with a satel-
lite-only license exam. The Indiana Board was very appreciative of
any help we could give them:The result ol the meeting was to retract
their lirst proposal and see what the certilication program could turn
out.

Your article stated that SPACE's position was that the Indiana
State Board must accept the SPACE certification course as a re-
placement for the state license exam. We didn't say the lndiana State
Board must accept the dealer certification program. We only hoped
the board would accept the successful completion of SPACE's cer-
tification course, allowing the dealer to take the state's license exam in
lieu of a first year apprenticeship.

As for the ETA/IESA (l ani a member of I ESA) sponsored seminar/
training course in Greencastle, lN, I received more llack than I did from
SPACE's certification courses. lt seems the biggest complaint from
dealers I talked with was that they paid lor a Channel Master Rep to
speak on parabolic design; and instead he talked for three hours on
why dealers should buy Channel Master products!! Dealers called me
to see if SPACE could get their money back from the |ESA-sponsored
courses they had attended. After I heard about the complaints and the
low level of participating dealers that passed th6 test (which is very easy),
I called SPACE and urged them to go ahead with SPACE's certifica-
tion program - which we promised the state we would do anyway to
help educate the dealer. Bob Luly, Brent Gale, and Bill Johnson were
called in to help. With CSS, CVS, Hoosier Satellite, and Horizon
Satellite as sponsors, the courses should get the certification program
off to a good start here in Indiana.

The thing that I agree with most about your article is, 'Shoving out
equipment at 100% of capaiity regardless of who it might 'hurt' in the
process.' Well, it has hurt us - and bad. I hope it's not terminal (with

INDUSTRY
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1 12 lQ-'l60's in the field with no schematics, it ain't lookin too good),
but that's another story.

King D. Oberlin
King's Antenna Service
812 West Maumee
Angola, Indiana 46703

Our June (01) edltorlal 'comment' was carefully researched,
slnce lt was obvlous we would be 'stepping on toes' no mattel how
we handled the topic. We appreciate your vlew and your report
as a participant in the situation. lt is clear that the lndiana TV deal-
ers feel 'threatened'by the TVRO boom; if they can stop the sale
or installation of TVROs by dealers who are springing up in va-
cant gas stations all over the state, they will try to do so. This is a
fiercely competitive situation and each side has drawn blood.
Regardless of how it really happened, the Indiana state TV
people are going to do everything they can to protect the home
turf. We may not agree with their motives or their tactics, but we
must accept that in the State of Indiana, the testing program law
'is.'Untll that law is changed, dealers must llve wlth it.

TO: SPACE Board of Directors

As a fulltime dealer's sales representative in the TVRO industry for
the past year, I would like to express some comments on my observa-
tions of this industry from the salesman/prospective consumer point of
view.

I personally feel that the main issue holding satellite sales down to
50-60,000 installations a month nationwide is the scrambling issue. lt
is the number one question asked by virtually all prospective TVRO
owners. Often stated is: "l hear and read they are going to scramble..."
This continues to remain a one sided issue in the public news media.
No attempt is being made, either individually or in concert, by equip-
ment manufacturers and/or SPACE to counter these news articles-
obviously instigated by cable programmers and/or premium program
producers, to discourage TVRO purchasers. As the efforts of SPACE
in the legislative forum has proceeded to legitimize our existence, the
cable and premium program industries continue their attacks on
TVRO ownership through threats of g40O.0O descrambler(s) and ex-
cessively high monthly fees. lt is time the TVRO industry, through
SPACE, began countering these articles in the public news media.
Let's create our own "news blitz" about what the premium program
producers are going to have to do for millions of dish owners. The time
has come to take these issues from the trade publications and olace
them before the public eye. Let's force the opposition to answer us irf a
public forum, where we can gain public support and thus more votes in
Congress and more sales in the showroom. Only then are we going to
dramatically improve what I feel is a poor sales showing of 50-60,000
units monthly nationwide.

As an example, I cite the enclosed article, which appeared in the
Atlantlc Clty Press on August 18, 1985, "satellite-Dish Owners FAce
New Rules." The Litchfield Group should contact this writer and
counter the reprosentations in this article with the facts and lorce the
issues out into the public forum.

This I direct to manufacturers, specifically their apportionment of
advertising dollars. Almost without exception (the exceptions being
Uniden & Drake to my knowledge), manufacturers are not nationally
advertising their satellite equipment to the general public. Litfle effort
is being made to support their dealers in educating the public to the be-
nefits of TVRO ownership. This, in my opinion, is a self defeating po-
sition and also makes me question how much faith these manufactur-
ers have in the future of the industry. lt is, after all, just another product
to many of them. Our strength and viability as dealers is directly prop-
ortional to the support received from manufacturers;this alliance must
include national advertising support. The time has come for those
manufacturers who are committed to the growth of this industryto start
spending their advertising dollars in educating the public to the ben-
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efits of their product; we will do the rest-selling theirproduct because
theirs is the brand we will want to handle.

Thank you for your time in listening to my comments and I also
would like to express my appreciation for all that SPACE has ac-
complished this past year.

L. Paul Janson
Visalli Satellite Sales, Inc.
Tuckahoe Rd.
Vineland, N.J.08360

This letter was read aloud to the full SPACE Board in Nashville
by Dealer Board member Anna Visalli. This sort of 'public hearing'
of dealer concerns is an important link in the chain of commun!
cations between dealer and supplier. For the first time, as we re-
ported in some depth in CSD/2 for September 1Sth, dealers have
"the attention'ot OEMs and dlstrlbutors. Keep it up!

SCRAMBLING UNAMERICAN?
Should scrambling be outlawed as unfair, discriminatory, and anti-

progress? The answer is yes, and for many reasons:
Americans are thc only ones who paid their tax dollars to put com-

munication satellites in orbit, and they are the only ones who are
excluded from their free use. Americans are excluded because some
live in areas with no cable services, and those who do have access to
cable programs have no freedom of choice regarding available prog-
rams. They have to take whatever channels the cable company de-
cides to otfer. Americans are also excluded from the free use of their
communication satellites because the rest of the world can decode
scrambled satellite signals, and pay nothing to nobody, but the Amer-
ican people cannot do the same legally. ls that fair? Americans are
only good to pay, but not to enjoy. lf Mexicans, Cubans, Jamaicans,
etc... can lreely decode scrambled signals, why notthosewho paid for
it in the first place? This situation is an insult to the majority of Amer-
rcans.

In title 47 of the US Code "Telegraphs, Telephones, and
Radiotelegraphs", Chapter 6, section 701 , the Congress declares that
it is the policy of the United States to establish a global TV com-
munications satellite network which "will be responsive to public
needs and national objectives..." ls the cornering of national satellite
TV facilities by cable/programmers companies what Congress had in
mind?

In paragraph (c) of the same section, it reads "....the corporation
created under this chapter be so organized and operated as to main-
tain and strengthen competition in the provision of communications
services to the public and be consistent with the Federal antitrust
laws." Cable companies not only discriminate against people they
cannot serue, but they set their rates freely, without competition (the
only potential competitor being TVRO which is excluded by scrambl-
ing), and consequently form a trust prohibited by law.

ln section 721 ol the same chapter, it also says that the Federal
Communications Commission ".,.shall insure effective comoetion.',
Where is the competition? The whole section emphasizes that ev-
erything should be done "...in the pubtic interest.,......". The present
situation is everything but 'in the public interest'! Cable companies
make their own selection of shows otfered at exorbitant. self-fixed
rales to a minority of Americans who can afford it. What about the
other Americans? Programmers now have a potential monopoly
through generalized scrambling. ls lt In the publlc interest?

In the public interest, programmers should have scrambled their
own non-commercial programs and not force commercial program-
mers to scramble. They could have ignored the TVRO phenomena.
Instead they are waging war against TVRO owners, not realizing that
the same TVRO owners can be a big asset for them should they go
commercial instead of trying to kill such a superb new way ol TV com-
munications through scrambling and other ugly means. The result of
their decision is hostility from TVRO owners who become more and
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more aggravated, and could very well retaliate, putting an end to a
programmer's business.

Congress must react swiftly and vote a law prohibiting discriminat-
ory satellite TV transmissions and act in the spirit of the US Code.
Satellite TV communications should be available not only to all Amer-
icans, but to the whole world, providing shows and commercials in at
least five ditferent languages (as in Europe), therefore boosting tre-
mendously not only our overseas business, but our prestige as leader
of the world.

Everyone knows how strong the impact of TV publicity and the re-
lated boost in our export trade could be more than enough to fill up our
budget deficit. We must shape up and take the world market, which is
now available to the lirst in possession of the technical advances and
the commercial organizations necessary to face the tremendous de-
mand for merchandise that will tollow. And we have the means to do
lust that!

It is now possible to broadcast our signal, in at least five different
languages, all around the world by means of a network of satellites
spaced on the Clarke belt, retransmitting the uplink signal trom one to
the next and downlinking it to a portion ol the earth below. New com-
mercial programmers are badly needed to fill up such new program-
ming needs. To encourage their establishment, a substantial tax
break should be granted to these new programmers.

Our satellite TV communications should be ooen to all and not re-
strict6d to the benelit of lew, as in the case of cable/programmers bus-
iness. The FCC is now relocating the position of satellites in order to
make more space available. Therefore, the use of such space lor pri-
vate business is acceptable no more since space is strictly limited. lt
cannot be extended and consequently must be kept available for gen-
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eral public benefit only.

The people of the United States are slow to anger, but can be teni-
bly vindictive when enough is enough. I am surprised that, so far, no
one has thought of 'scrambling' scrambled signals. lt would be so easy
and inexpensive to do ti by adding a pulsed little 6GHz oscillator at the
focus of any dish aimed at their scrambled birds. Of course, such
'scrambling of scrambling' can be lllegal, but this is a war, and as
everyone knows, in war and in love nothing is prohibited I Such retalia-
tive action will be practically impossible to spot on earth, and con-
sequently unpunishable, especially if the scrambling of scrambled sig-
nals is made from different locations for a short period of time. I am
convinced that no scrambling TV satellite programmer can stay in
business with such a plague on his programs. He will be out of busi-
ness in a matter of days. lwill not recommend such type of action, but
It mlght be necessary.

I urge our Congressmen to evaluate the present danger of
generalized scrambling which, if put in practice by the majority of pro-
grammers (even those who have no need to scramble, such as com-
mercial ones), will render useless the viewing rights legislation passed
by Congress and signed by the President, destroy the TVRO industry,
and make impossible the above described world trade. In the process,
our nation will loose the enormous profit and wealth that comes with
such trade. I hope Congress will stop the scramblers who are working
against our nation's future and help new commercial programmers. lf
so, our satellite TV communcations will be fair, nondiscriminatory and
progress oriented.

Francois Moisdon
4875 SW 28th Av.
Fort Lauderdale . FL.3321 2

ST\f€' Satellite Data Book
The STV Satellite Data Bool<, with 208 pages of
satellite power levels, footprint maps, and data
measurement techniques, gives you all the
information you need to accurately determine
antenna size or power levels of the various
satellites for any location in the United States or
Canada-all for only 519,95, plus $2.0O shipping
and handling.

I  n erease send me my copy of STVo Satel l i te Data Book for $19.95., plus $2,00.

I 
postage and handling. (NC residents add 41/zo/" sales tax.)

I
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NAME (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)

ADDFESS

CITY

Method ot Paymenl
n Checkor lMoney Order enclosed
! Visac ! MasterCardo
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'  All pr ces n US iunds.

You can cal l  us tol l  i ree lor Visa.8 or MasterCard I order at 1 (800) 438-2020. (Sorry
we are  unab le  to  b i l l . )

STV o  P.O.  Box  2384 o  She lby ,  NC 28151-2384
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PANAMSAT, one of three firms in private hands approved by FCC
for international service, is buying a 24 channel (18 on C-band, 6 on
Ku-band bird, originally scheduled by RCA Astro for American Satel-
lite Company. The Bird will launch as early as July, but only after dit
ficult Intelsat approvals still ahead. PanAmSat plans to service the
Caribbean and Latin America. with useful footDrints in the Florida and
Gulf Coast areas, at 57 west.

FORD Aerospace approval for C plus Ku-band birds at 93 and 1 01
west is for birds with ten watts on C and 45 watts--?lus on Ku. Ku-
band coverage will be to 48 contiguous states (CONUS), while C band
will coverthese plusthe Caribbean. |989 isthe projected launch date.

WARC meetings planning the future use ot the Clarke Orbit Belt
are coming down to the final days , at CSD deadline. Plans to expand
the bandwidth of the 3.7 lo 4.2 GHz downlink band (making it wider,
and therefore making all existing equipment obsolete!) appear
headed for approval, along with the stipulation that these expanded
(new) frequencies will be 'reserved' on a nation by nation basis for
third world, under developed countries. One possible side effect of
WARC: USA may be agreeing to not approve any more private, inter-
national carriers, such as PanAmSat, as a 'compromise' for third world
support. Many nations see FCC/US approval of private, international
carriers/satellite operators as a'threat'to long term success of lntel-
sat, upon which they depend for initial satellite links.

INTELSAT has created a 'spare transponder list' which shows
more than 150 vacant transponders. Intelsat plans to otfer these un-
used, spare transponders (C and Ku-band, 72 and241 MHz wide) at
new, lower orices with a revised set of rates that are certain to attract
new users. One example proposal: for $46,690 per month you may
lease a 36 otT2MHzwide C-band hemispheric or zone beam on a 7
year;lease. At the present time, the lowest month to month rate from
RCA is around $66,667 per month for a 36 MHz wide transponder.
RCA (et al) domestic transponders have far stronger boresight signals
because of smaller boresight areas, but the trend to lower pricing is
likely to cause US rates to come down.

WITH approximately 48% of all US domestic C-band transponders
not in use, there are pressures to allow satellite owners to enter a 'free

market' selling policy. At the present time, each satellite carrier must
file his rates in advance with the FCC and await approval before sel-
ling transponder time. These 'tariffed rates' have the etfect of limiting
how cheaply satellite time can be sold. There is building pressure to
end tariffed rates and to allow individual satellite owners to sell in a
'free market' environment.

SINCLAIR, UK producer of 'cheap electronics', may have suffered
a setback in plans to offer super-cheap TVRO (12 GHz DBS) systems.
The firm has planned financial backing of UK media chieJ Robert Max-
well. This support has been dropped and now Sinclair is looking for a
replacement backer to cover the projected $1 BM (US) that research
and develooment will cost.

SAMMONS CommUnications and TCl, two of the largest cable
MSO firms, have placed 'open ended'orders with M/A-Com for cable

style VC2 descramblers. The cable MSOs are'betting'that the M/A-
Com system becomes the defacto standard for cable scrambling. The
MSO firms placed their orders in an effort to convince programmers
who have nol yet committed to MiA-Com that they should do so. Or-
ders involve approximately 7,000 VC2 units, but are contingent upon
programmers adopting the VC2'standard'.

OVERALL size of US/Canada home TVRO marketplace for the
1985 calendar year may come in near the 550,000 terminal mark,
when all of the units installed are added up. Best estimates for 1984
were just over 400,000, indicating that the industry's growth rate has
slowed down significantly from prior years.

OVERHEARD at Nashville: "l have the solution to scrambling.
It is obvious to me that owning and using a satellite system, with allof
the available channels, is useless unless the user has a program
guide. The solution to the scrambling issue is that we simply 'scramble

all of the program guides' and leave the programs themselves un-
scrambledl" (Sandy'Gus' Wirth).

G-STAR Ku-band service went into operation 1 September, but
the resulsts are not good. Holiday Inn has taken five (half) transpon-
ders for transmission of Showtime, The Movie Channel, CNN, ESPN,
and a special movie servicce. CNN and ESPN are on CONUS (na-
tional) coverage beams, while the remainder are on east coast halt
CONUS beams. Reception trom the CONUS beam channels is
threshold-marginal on six toot dish systems (Hi-Net will be using 14
foot antennas in their commercial configuration) and below-
threshold in many areas. Half-Conus coverage is above threshold in
east, far down in west.

HOME SHOPPING NETWORK has gone to 24 hours per day ser-
vice on Satcom F3R, transpondet 22.fhe shopping service is enjoy-
ing phenomenal success with discounted pricing and nearly 50% of all
sales to date have been to home TVRO owners tuning in service (bal-
ance to cable homes served by the network).

SPACE Dealer Certification classes-by satellite, scrambled and
for a classroom fee-will be back October25,25 and27. Dealers may
select f rom 'Satellite Antenna Installations', 'How to Market The Satel-
lite Reception Service', and 'How To Start And Run A Small Business
For Profit'. Details from SPACE at (703) 549-6990.

SENATOR ALBERT GORE agrees with SPACE and has urged
disfi owners to'ignore CCN/ESPN/USA/MTV (et al) announcements
that dish owners should send the programmers money'. Gore has in-
troduced legislation into the US Senate to support home dish owners.

SHOWTIME and The Movie Channel, previously signed up for the
M/A-Com Videocipher scrambling system, have notified M/A-Com
not to begin shipping them descramblers. Showtime says that with the
NCTA cunently studying which scrambling system it will endorse as
an 'industry standard', it would not be prudent to accept the M/A-Com
units until a standard has been accepted. M/A-Com has known about
the Showtime reluctance to move ahead with scrambling system in-
stallation for several months. With the NCTA in the orocess of evaluat-

TRANSPONDER
WATCH

RECENT REPORTS
OF ACTIVITY ON

DOMESTIC /  INTERNATIONAL
SATELLITES

Send your reports to CSD Transponder Watch, P.O. Box 1OO858, Ft.
Lauderdale, FL 33310. For late news, call (305) 771-0505.

I
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ing potential systems and selecting an 'industry standard' M/A-Com
exDected this reaction from Showtime.

SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA, meanwhile, another likely contender for

choice as the cable industry's scrambling standard, says it is ready to
begin shipping its B-MAC scramblers and descramblers in midJall. S/
A is currently delivering B-MAC units to Australia lor the new Aussat
system, which is scheduled to go into operation November 1st.

'BEST OF ALL WORLDS' is how SPACE may view the NCTA
selection of S/A B-MAC system as cable industry standard. With HBO/
Cinemax already using M/A-Com Videocipher system, SPACE feels
that acceptance of a different system as 'standard' by NCTA would
help convince Congress that home TVRO industryfaces an 'impossi-

ble Beta/VHS format' situation. The threat of two (or more) systems
in place, neither of which is genuinely ready to deal directly with the
TVRO industry, increases the likelihood that Congress would adopt a
proposed two-year moratorium on scrambling and mandate single
scrambling technology for home TVRO.

RCA has completed the sales of its last available Ku-2 bird trans-
ponders. The Bird, with 1 6 available 45 watt channels, is scheduled for
launch November 27 and will be heavily used by NBC and indepen-
dent TV networks. AT&T, in a surprise move, took the last two availa-
ble transponders though refusing to saywhat it plans to do with them.

PAKISTAN has set 1 988 as launch date for the f irst of their domes-
tic satellites, with 'extensive TV channel space' on board. The bird will
be launched by Shuttle and will apparently include direct coverage of
much of lndia as well .

The GSA General Services Administration arm of the US govern-
ment wants to lease or rent out space for satellite antennas on top of
GSA-operated buildings in major US cities. Lack of suitable antenna
space within the core of major markets is causing problems among
many satellite business system planners. Funds from the proiect
would help GSA otfset the huge annual losses sustained in the opera-
tion of federal buildings.

SKY CHANNEL, the WTBS-like, UK created, advediser-sup-
ported cable network for Europe, has finally been granted permission
to be cable-distributed within Belgium. Lack of coverage in this much-
cabled European country has held back Sky Channel groMh in recent
months. The agreement, allowing the channel into Belgium, includes
plans to develop French-speaking programming for the channel.

NEWS gathering transportable Ku-band uplinks are the latest dar-
lings of American TV broadcasters. Dozens are now on order as sta-
tions scramble to be 'first in their market'to be equipped and ready for
routine use of new RCA Ku-1 and Ku-2 birds, which will carry signifi-
cant news/broadcast traffic by this time in 1986.

CHINA plans to launch the STW-2 satellite, an improved version of
their present single channel C-band bird, in December or January.
China olans to launch a Clarke-orbit weather satellite in the last half of
1987 as well .

ITALIAN private TV network promoter Silvio Berlusconi is re-
ported to have invested $10M (US) in the development ol 'very low
cost DBS receiving systems' for possible use in his plans to expand
his 50 TV station terrestrial service to include all of Europe by 1988.

CWD/ Conus Washington Diregt is a new daily news feed service
on SBS-3 (Ku-band), placed into operation by Hubbard Broadcasting.
The service will provide individual stations with late-breaking cover-
age direct lrom the nation's capital and will move to RCA Ku-2 when it
is operational late in December.

INDIA expects to be able to launch its own Clarke-orbit satellite
with lndian-bui l t  launch vehicles by 1990.

HARRIS got a contract valued at $94M(US) to produce 320 en-
cryption units for use by US military satellite communication systems.
Yes, that works out to nearly $300,000 per system.

ORION, not related to Oak, has received final FCC approvalfor its
version of an international satellite system. The FCC approved plan
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TVRO BUSINESS

INVESTMENT

OPPORTUNITIES

offered by West Indies Video Associates, Ltd,

FLORIDA DEALERSHIP/ Central Ftorida TVRO deat-
ership, established 5 years, in rural area with minimal
competition, good reputation. Trained installers operate
under contract, extensive inventory, truck, tools, tech-
nician test bench, test dish, open account with major
manufacturers. Repeat and referral customers, steady
irrcome, good margins. Owner wil l f inance sell ing
price of $100,000 with $20,000 down over 5 year term
with APR ol 12/o and teach new owner. Excellent'turn-
key' opportunity for husband/wife team to step into
established, profitable TVRO dealership where you can
make installs 12 months a year and never worry about
snow! Talk with Carol Graba.

NATIONAL RECEIVER OEM/ Major receiver supplier
with estimated 6.0% market share and highly unique
receiver design with no serious design competitors. 12
month sales ending 5131185 $5,239,000 representing
148% growth over 12 prior months. Taxable income
nearly $1.5M for same 12 month period representing
105% increase over prior 12 months. Estimated taxable
income'f 2 months ending 12131185 $2.5M. Firm aver-
ages 1 25 employees in highly desireable portion of USA
with hourly assembler wage average of $4.25 per hour.
Sound, established management and excellent dis-
tribution network. Innovative next generation receiv-
e(s) and accessory equipment designed and ready for
1986 introduction. Unique, proven, transmit product l ine
designed and in proto-type production. Purchaser wil l
be buying out four existing stockholders owning 100%
of stock; present stock-owning management agreeable
to contract stay-on for period of time. Negotiable partial
s tock  pu rchase  poss ib le  w i t h  se l l i ng  p r i ce  o f
$6,000,000 for total purchase. Detailed study on firm
available to qualified buyers/investors willing to sign
non-disclosure agreement only. Contact Carol Graba.

WEST INDIES VIDEO ASSOCIATES. LTD.

Professional consulting and broker-
age skills lor the home TVRO industry;
since 1979.

TO discuss your projects or needs
with complete confidentiality, write
P.O. Box 100858, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl.
33310 or call Carol Graba at 305/
771-0505.
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Videocipher scrambling system has not been what the company
hoped.

USSR and Intelsat have signed a prel iminary agreement whereby
both of these operators of semi-competit ive international satel l i te sys-
tems wil l  begin to share information and possibly services.

AND, Russian problems with the Salyut-7 space stat ion were re-
cently 'covered up' during direct, l ive television broadcasts to Russian
viewers (and others watching international ly on gorizont). The space
stat ion apparently had severe (cold) temperature problems and, dur-
ing l ive telecasts, Cosmonauts took off extra heavy clothing to hide ob-
vious chi l l  inside of vehicle. The price of being a TV star, even in
spacel
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allows 2 satel l i tes total ing 46 transponders (36 MHz wide, nominal)
11 .45112.20 G Hz downlinks for North America while 1 1 .45/ 1 1 .70 and
12.50112.75 GHz downlinks wil l  be used in Europe. The birds wil l  be at
37.5 and 47 west with only 10 watt transponders as l icensing condi-
tron.

HI-NET system, on the Gstar 1 bird, has opted to buy the S/A
scrambling system rather than the M/A-Com Videocipher system. Hi-
Net is now operational with up to 5 transponders on Gstar, Uplink wil l
be from new broadcast center in the Memohis area and the f irst
scrambling units are scheduled for del ivery early in 1986.

M/A-Com in market sel l ing $75M (US) in 'debt securit ies, 'reports
the sales are ' for general corporate purposes. '  Progress in sel l ing the

COOP/ continued from page 6

of course, fosters innovation.
Keith Lamonica is an angry man. His anger seeps out of your

TVRO speaker each and every night, seven nights a week, when you
dial uo Telstar T303 and transoonder 18: 6.2 MHz subcarrier audio.
Lamonica is in charge of 'FM America, '  a strange and even bizarre
assortment of voices who call in from all across America to vent their
anger on a wide range of subjects.

FM AMERICA hit  the airuaves in July. Lamonica is either very
bright or very lucky. He has some sort of business going providing
background type audio (music) on the 6.2 MHz subcarriers of TR18
(he started back on D3 when it was working and transferred to T303
when it activated in August). Somebody, we suspect it is not Lamonica
but have no evidence to back up that contention, is footing the bill for
this audio music service. In theory, somebody out there in America is
paying money to use that background music. Maybe it is in Safeway
stores and elevators someplace; we can't be sure who uses it, or why
they would use this particular service rather than one of the several
dozen others now on satellite. ;

For three hours each night, from I pm to 1 2 midnight eastern, FM
America 'breaks away' from the music format and becomes a 'talk

radio'program. The lucky or bright part?
Somehow Lamonica has been able to arrange for a'bi l lboard' on

video to go with his audio. Let's face facts: if you or I ordered up an FM
subcarrier on an obscure satellite and on an obscure transoonder.
we'd probably languish for months trying to make people'aware'that
we were there. Not that many people cruise around obscure satellites
and transponders with their audio subcarrier system in a'seek mode'
searching out unusual audio services.

The video billboard stops people; as they scan the skies looking
for something to grab their attention, the Lamonica bi l lboard does this.
It takes just a few seconds to read the billboard, and then find the 6.2
subcarrier to l isten in.

All of this costs money. You can rent a fulltime (24 hour per day)
audio subcarrier these days for as little as $2,000 a month. Alas, that is

1/ Another CommTek publication, Orbit ,  uses their September
issue to editorialize to consumers on the question of who is to control
TVRO viewing. Under the t i t le of 'Time To Fight Back, '  pubtisher
Wolford writes "lt is time to mobilize the people who stand to lose
the most in the battle forcontrol of the airwaves-the home satel-
lite system owners." So we have Orbit urging viewers to inundate
Congress with a strong anti-cable message, Satellite Dealer urging
dealers to fight cable, and SATguide urging cable operators to take
over control of TVRO distribution and sales. Apparently the message
here is 'The hell with convictions, print whatever makes the most
money! '

just the opening cost since you have to somehow get a signal to an up-
l ink and then upl ink to that transponder. Add another $3,000 to $8,000
a month for this part of the circuit. And if you add video? Yes, it costs
nearly as much to throw up a'bi l lboard' as i t  does to throw up moving
oictures.

You can rent a full transponder, video and audio, forjust over $93
an hour, but you have to take 24 hours a day, 30 or 31 days a month to
get this 'low' rate. That comes to nearly $70,000 a month. So what
starts out looking 'cheap'at $2,000 month for aful l t ime'audio'subcar-
rier quickly becomes a much bigger number. That's why more people
haven't done it.

Lamonica doesn't explain how he can afford all of this. One
must deduce that he is not paying f ull tariff for what he gets, that some-
how he has a 'special deal '  worked out with somebody since on the
surface his FM America program carries only limited 'advertising.'

Those from our industry who have agreed to 'support' FM America on
the air have been sending in $1 500 checks for the right to advertise.
With most radio 'stations' you sign a contract, agree to a per-spot rate,
and then the radio station supplies you with a notorized affidavit attest-
ing that within some t ime frame such as a month, they did indeed run
the agreed to number of spot announcements. You pay your bill based
up that notorized and sworn stalement. Not with FM America.

Lamonica, as we reported in CSD/2 for September 15th, was in
Nashville. He received some recognition for his presence (the SPACE
Board of Directors gave him a verbal pat on the back) and during the
day he broadcast from the Conifer Corporation booth. At night, he
retired to room 5518 where he had set up a small remote-studio. Vari-
ous people from the industry dropped by the studio to go on the airwith
Keith.

The 'format' on FM America is that Keith opens up his telephone
lines (he had four operating in Nashvi l le) to the l isteners. The l isteners
pay their own long distance charges lor the privi lege of going on the

"Those guys at SPACE are double-dealing, rat-f inks," says the
voice on the telephone. "First they tell us they are fighting to keep
scrambling from happening, and then they turn around and go
into the scrambling business with this Viewers First thing. This
whole thing st inks!"

Lamonica leans back in the chair and a broad smile comes over his
face;the smile of a Cheshire Cat who has iust cornered a rat in a com-
promising posit ion.

"Let me make it very clear that I am not condemning SPACE or
Rick Brown, at this point," protests Lamonica. He, of course, doesn't
have to condemn SPACE and Rick Brown; his listeners are doing it
for him.

"Lamonica started out green behind the ears, but seemingly wil l ing
to learn what TVRO was all about," remembers Dealer Board member
Tom Harrington. "He didn't have a TVRO, and apparently knew very
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little about TVRO, the history of TVRO, or how this industry works."

Lamonica has an engaging style, a reasonable wit, and he well un-
derstands how to pluck people's emotional harpsichord strings. We
appeared 'on the air'with him in Nashville one night, and watched his
handling of 'nut calls'firsthand.

"Every crazy in the world calls him," observes Harrington. "You

hear the most outrageous statements on the air, and most of them go
unchallenged by Lamonica. lt is as if he either does not care for facts
or he simply does not understand the facts. The program has changed
from a collection of inexperienced callers who want information to a
collection of malcontents who wouldn't be happy if HBO personally
came to their home and hooked up a free descrambler for them. lt is
unreal!"

Lamonica complained to us, and to his listeners while in Nashville,
that he was not getting the advertising support of the manufacturers.
"They all pat me on the back and tell me what a great job I am doing'
but not one new firm agreed to advertise with us while I was here
(Nashville). I don't understand itl"

Listeners, as emotional as ever, poured out their pledges of sup-
port. $20 here, $10 there. Some send in far more than that. Lamonica
has discovered a new form of 'satellite evangelism.'

"Perhaps it is time for 'membership' in FM America to repre-
sent the consumers-the viewers out there," suggests Lamonica
during a lull in on-the-air conversation. He is suggesting he, and FM
America, can fill in for SPACE since it is 'now obvious to all listeners'
that SPACE has sold the consumers out by becoming 'involved in this
Viewers First scrambling thing.'

The concept of being on the air, nightly or perhaps five nights a
week, to reach out and touch TVRO consumers, is a good one. Sev-
eral people are kicking themselves for 'not thinking of it first.' SPACE is
kicking itself for not thinking of it. Several groups, including SPACE,
are trying to find the 'special, good deal'which Lamonica apparently
has found so that they, too, can be 'on the bird' to 'talk with and to con-
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sumers'on a regular basis.
Lamonica, if he continues to be able to cover his costs, seems to

have reached a 'marketing decision' of his own. He apparently feels
that his 'marketing nitch' is to interface with TVRO consumers and
somehow position himself as 'their representative.' Who would he rep-
resent the consumers to?

"How did Viewers First arrive at the proposed $7.95 per home,
per month charge?" Lamonica asks of VFN's Sandy Wirth on the
air. Wirth trys to explain that Viewers First takes their cost per home
from SelecTV and marks it up to cover their own marketing costs,
and adds a reasonable profit. Wirth points at the HBO $12.95 oer
month charge as an example of an 'unreasonable profit.'

"But that is not negotiation; you are not negotiating with any-
one." hammers Lamonica. Wirth responds that in 'marketplace

negotiation,'there is a willing buyer and a willing seller. The price is ar-
rived atwhen the willing buyer agreesthatthe fees asked bythe willing
seller are fair and represent proper value for the product in question.

"Nobody negotiates then," snaps back Lamonica. "You guys
simply tell us what the charge will be and we either pay it or walk
away!" Wirth says that's how America operates. Lamonica leans back
in his char and smiles that Cheshire Cat smile again.

Lamonica want to be 'the negotiator.' He wants to be 'the guy who
speaks for TVRO consumers,' all 1,000,000 plus consumers. And he
is using FM America to position himself as that spokesman. He sees big
bucks out there and right now it serves his interests best to keep the
pot stirred and the fires burning intensely.

"! think he will burn himself ouu perhaps within sixty days,"
suggests Harrington. "He is taking on the whole world, the established
dealer and supplier world. He is suggesting that SPACE is no good,
the industry leaders cannot be trusted, everything about TVRO is bad;
except for him. And the mis-information being spread around on the
program; I hate to think how many people may be tuning in and believ-
ing even a small percentage of what they are hearing!"
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Lamonica is certainly controversial. His motives are only known to
himself and those who feel threatened or attacked by his rhetoric or
the rhetoric of those he brings on the air will find as many reasons as
possible to 'ignore' FM America. What remains to be proven is
whether or not these tens of thousands (according to Lamonica's
claims) of daily listeners will also turn off FM America and ignore what
is being said.

HOWWE'Pay '
With all of the debate one hears now on programs such as 'FM

AMERICA' concerning the public 's ' r ight ' to free, unscrambled televi-
sion, I thought some perspective on who really pays for television
might be in order.

There is no such thing as ' free'television. Over the air,  broadcast
television is not free and it never has been. First of all, the viewer buys
his receiver. Even given depressed receiver pricing and large Amer-
rcan wages, the television set is not yet in the same category as a dis-
posable can opener.

But the real cost to the viewer is for all of the products and services
which advertise on television. We all know, and accept, that firms
which elect to advertise on TV must increase their selling prices to
offset the cost of advertising. What we may not understand is just how
signif icant this increase in sel l ing price may be.

Ten years ago I did a detailed study on the cost-per-home of tele-
vision advertising. I published those study results and we Jound that in
1975, if you lived in Reno, Nevada (chosen on purpose because it is a
'small' TV market), your home was paying an average of $280 per
year for goods and services advertised on television. We arrived at
that number through a very simplistic approach:

1) First you take the (FCC reported) total gross advertising re-
venues for all of the (Reno) market TV stations, and

2) Youdividethosedollars bythenumberof homes inthe(Reno)
market.

BATCHELORS Cup-Of-Soup merchandises its products by of-
fering to help TV viewers pay a portion of their 'TV license' fees in
the UK.

Through a combination of network advertising (which stations
'share' with the network), regional advertising and local advertising,
the station receives income. Each home in the coverage area (ie. mar-
ket) buys goods and services and since we know and understand that
all goods and services advertised include some percentage of their
total 'cost' for advertising of the goods and services, we ban arrive at a
'cost per-family per-year' for their goods and services, attributed to
television advertising.

$280 per year in Reno; other markets ran to over $400 per year. In
a very real sense, when a television station 'sells,' it is not the collec-
tion of equipment (and personnel) that is being sold; it is the'cash f low'
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revenue-producing value of the station. There is also a direct nearly
identical relationship with cable television; if a home averages $20 per
month for basic plus premium service, that home is paying $240 per
year for TV on top of what is pays automatically in the super market
check out line. By now most of us fully understand that a cable system
in today's marketplace is 'worth' approximately $1,000 because in a
normal five year pay out; that is the'cash flow'the home will generate
or create for the new owner.

So there is no such thing as'free TV'; there never has been.
Each can of soup, each car, each pair of tennis shoes you purchase
has a percentage of its selling price allocated to advertising. lt may not
be television advertising or it may be split with television and radio and
print media, but there is a cost there nonetheless. People who never
walch television get no discounts; they'pay for television'anyhow.

And we can determine with good accuracy what the increased cost
of goods and services per year is for any given area (market) of the
United States simply by measuring the divided-up on a per-home
basis advertising revenue for TV stations in the market.

BUT the viewer pays a price of course. He has to consume a tre-
mendous amount of soup to get a 10 pound discount on his TV
license. Suppose the Russians offered their viewers a reduction
in theirannual TVfee by putting coupons on their Vodka bottles!

This is the American system. Not all countries work this way. ln
England, for example, there is a dual system of paying for TV. They
also have advertising and this advertising 'cost'is shared with allview-
ers (and non-viewers) in the marketplace, just as it is here. However,
on top of the 'hidden cost' of advertising there is also an annualized
license fee. Each television set (owner) is to pay an annual 'TV

License' fee directly to the authorities. I believe that amounts to
around $90 American at the present time which translates to approx-
imately $6 a month. With this dual system of financing television, the
English believe they have a better system. Every TV viewer pays the
license fee (a bureaucracy exists to insure this and special monitoring
equipment which can detect a'running TV set' can snoop out offen-
ders) whether they purchase anything or not. Those that do not watch
television still pay increased costs for goods and services because the
cost of advertising permeates every product, but at least they are
spared the direct cost of a'TV license.'

Since the 'TV license' is an annual fee, and since it does tend to
creep up on people, clever marketing people in the UK have managed
to put together'marketing packages'which are designed to sell prod-
ucts. In effect, the'TV License' is aviewing tax and in England it is pos-
sible to get the help oJ 'commerce' to pay a portion of that tax.

Batchelors Gup-A-Soup, for example offers to pay up to 10
pounds of your TV License fee if you purchase their soups, save their
box-back coupons, and turn them in before a specified date for a're-
fund' towards your TV license. That works out to about 1 5% or so of

p
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the annual fee and the theory is that it you are going to buy and use
'soup mix' anyhow, you might as well get some of your TV license
'knocked otf in the process. England is a country of coupon clippers
and it works quite well.

Into this muddled approach to collecting for the costs of television
production and broadcasting we have those ill{ormed callers to 'FM

America' who seem to be under the mis-conception that the 'oublic

owns the airwaves.'Very naive indeed. Just because there are con-
stitutional guarantees to this effect does not mean that'ownership is
free. '

Listening to 'FM America,' I am led to believe that (1) the public
owns the airwaves, and, (2) the public paid for the cost for the space
program with taxes and therefore the public should have free access
to whatever the space program originated. Very naive indeed.

The public has no ownership in the airwaves; what it does have
is the right, through an appropriate government created and tunded
agency, to have access to the airwaves. Nobody, and that includes
the public, can own an intangible and certainly the airwaves are intan-
gible. We (the public) gain our'rights of access' because we (the pub-
lic) adopted laws which state that the airwaves shall be regulated 'in

the public interest. '  No, that is notthe same as'publ ic ownership'since
the very phrase 'public ownership' is something of a statement at odds
with itself. The very meaning of public is contrary to the very meaning
of ownershio.

Airwaves, being intangible, cannot be owned. What can be owned
is what we select to transmit via these airwaves. Movies, spodcasts,
news programs; all are created by people. And those people, some-
how, have both control over their creations and the use of their crea-
tions. That is well founded in our copyright law. A TVRO owner is inter-
cepting transmissions sent on airwaves regulated 'in the public in-
terest' but the mere transmission itself carries no intelligence, no in-
formation. lt is simply a signal with nothing contained on that signal.
The guy who puts something on that signal, in the'publ ic domain' is
putting HIS something out for use. And because of our system of
copyrights, the owner of those rights is certainly entitled to 'protection'

from mis-use of his products. lf he decides that TVRO viewers as a
category are not authorized to use his product, that's his decision.
Naturally it is also his responsibility to take whatever steps as he may
need to take to protect his copyrights. Scrambling is one of those pos-
sible steps and he is entitled, and protected, to exercise that right.

Copyright owners have created a complicated and little under-
stood system of insuring payment for their products. Authors contract
with publishers to print and distribute their manuscripts. The publisher
may buy national (US) or international (worldwide) rights. Xerox
machines installed in libraries aside, few of us would claim that we
'have the r ight ' to walk into a'publ ic l ibrary'  (also paid for by'the pub-
lic') and pull a copy of 2010 otf the shelf and copy it page for page just
to avoid paying $12.95 at the bookstore. Yet that is exactly what we
are doing with television programs transmitted via satellite; we pull
them off the satellite just as we would pull a book off the library book-
shelf.

The 'lunancy' of 'FM America'call-ins is that a significant number of
people scattered all over America really seem to believe that having
paid $2,000 or $3,000 lor a TVRO, they are now 'entitled' to watch ev-
eMhing out there without any obligation to compensate the owners for
their product. Scrambling, to these people, is unAmerican, illegal, and
probably a secret 'Communist Plot.' Right on. This lunancy is com-
pounded by host Keith Lamonica who either never explains how it re-
ally is, or, alternately seems to encourage this sort of illiterate diatribe
overthe air. l'm not so surethatthe continuation of this sortof dialogue
on 'FM America' makes our industry or our custome'rs seem very
bright. l'd hate to think that members of Congress, increasingly gettini
their own TVROS, are exposed to this sort of dialogue and then some-
how led to believe that this sort of mentality is representative of TVRO
viewers nationwide. In this situation, I hope we are hearing from the
'uninformed minority' and not the 'literate majority.'

(Taylor Howard, Chairman of the SPACE Board, recently remarked
"l would like to believe that these people appearing on 'FM America'
do not represent the mentality of the typical TVRO consumer; down
deep, I worry that they may actually be just that way!")

It is the responsibility of every dealer not to'foster'this sort of mis-
conception about signals coming from satellite. There is no free lunch,
there is no free television. Somehow, eveMhing costs somebody
something. The users may not always realize they are paying for
something (commercial TV being our example ol that) but even when
something seems 'free'with no string attached nor any hidden costs,
somebody (someplace) is still paying the tab. You either pay now,
or you pay later; you either pay directly or you pay indirectly. Let's cut
out this nonsense about'free TV'and realize that TVRO is a technol-
ogy breakthrough, not a social breakthrough.

GOOD OLD FASHIONED American Hype
When I learned that Ted Turner was actually serious about export-

ing some form of his CNN service into Europe one year ago, I began to
think about how this service would fly in Europe. I came to a conclu-
sion, privately and without discussing it with Turner or any of his top
people; it had to be American knowhow and technology, but it should
not be American programming. That was a tough decision for me to
make since I would love to be able to check into a hotel in London one
day and simply dial up'CNN from home.'And so would hundreds ot
thousands of other American travelers.

But American travelers are not the market here and while hav-
ing CNN available in a London or Munich hotel room would help fill
some rooms some of the time, the advantage would be temporary as
shortly every hotel of any stature would have it available. That would
satisfy Turner's profit motivation (he's charging around 30 cents
American a-room a-day for his service) but I doubted that would
satisfy Turner's sense of growth. He had bigger plans, I suspected.

As noted, ENC or European News Channel is now on the air. That
means European cable, SMATV and yes, home TVRO, has access to
24 hour news and special events just as we do at home. I predict it will
mushroom into one of the most successful ventures Golden-Ted has
ever touched.
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I  sent Ted Turner a memo last spring. I  send lots of people memos

and my memos are legendary in certain circles. Some even start law-
suits.

My Turner'memo' suggested a ' launch plan'for CNN/ENC. Here's
how it went.

"Ted" I started it off, "you have a golden opportunity to do more for
understanding of America than al l  of our government programs com-
bined." I  suggested that he al low me to round up ten Ku band termi-
nals. I  fudher suggested that he select ten people in Europe (and
western Asia) whom he would like to count on as fulltime viewers of
CNN/ENC,

"Let's take a terminal to London and install it for Margaret
Thatcher," I  suggested. "Let 's pick nine other'heads of state',  people
who represent their countr ies in the national and internal forum. Our
industry, the American home TVRO industry, wi l l  supply the
equipment and the manpower to instal l  these 'Ted-Turner-Gist-

TVRO's for these heads of state." Now that I had Ted's attention (l
did), I  rol led up my sleeves and got creative.

"We'l l  put three teams of two people each into the f ield. Each wil l  be
allowed two work days followed by a travel day. In their two work days,
they wil l  instal l  a terminal in an assigned country for a previously ar-
ranged head of state. At the end of nine days, we' l l  have nine terminals
instal led and the entire group of '10 wil l  meet in Rome."

I had this vision of Turner's CNN crews fol lowing us around as we
instal led terminals for the heads of state in Sweden, Germany, l taly,
France, and so on. I saw Turner showing up at several of these to sit in
the living room at 20 Downing Street, Jor example, with Margaret
Thatcher, to watch CNN/ENC on her television set.

Afterthe gathering in Rome, I  suggested that everyone in the group
then travel to Moscow; you've got i t .  We would instal l  the tenth ter-
minal at the Kremlin. I suggested we get started before the winter
snows began, however, since I didn'1 want to have people sl iding
down red tile roofs into Red Souare because of ice on the roof.

Turner, as I said, liked my idea. He gave it his stamp of approval
and passed it down a peg to a fellow who runs the day to day Turner
operations. And there it ran into trouble.

"What do you want out of this-" I  was asked. I  said, "Nothing

but the exclusive video and print rights to the story." I figured we'd get
Turner on the front cover of TIME Magazine with this one. Natural ly I
wanted a piece of that, being the entreprenurial journal ist that I  am.

Since everything looked 'go' I started talking with people I wanted
to invite along on the trip. After all, who in the world would turn down an
opportunity to install or help install TVROs for heads of state all over
Europe'i Or, travel to Moscow to stick a dish on the Kremlin. Big time
stufJ. I  mentioned the equipment part to several suppliers. Each
wanted to supply'al l  10'terminal packages so I had to put my foot
down and point out that however many terminal suppilers we had par-
t icipating, we'd spl i t  the equipment up as fair ly as possible so
everyone who wanted to be a part of this could do so.

After a f ast track start, the project suddenly jumped tracks in May. I
had flown up to Atlanta to meet with one of Turner's people and after
this meeting I knew we were in trouble.

My original proposal was that the entire group (9 total or so includ-
ing us 'press people') bivouac in Atlanta a few days eariy where we
would get a thorough schooling on how to instal l  the various pieces of
equipment, and be pre-briefed on heads-otstate 'etiquette.' I had a
couple of dealers selected, and some suppliers. Turner's people were
originally going to pay the costs of travel and lodging. That was my
first misiake.

I suggested that with their tremendous 'advertising power' at
Turner, they could 'trade out' the lodging and travel for airtime within
the Turner network. In the broadcast biz, people swap or trade 'air

time' for goods and services all of the time. This is called 'bartel and it
is an important part of broadcast life.

One of Turner's people developed the feel ing that the group would

be 'dangerous' on their own, and he was not ready to spring for the
travel and lodging costs even if it turned out to be essentially free, by
barter. So back to souare two.

Another problem perceived by the Turner people was the 'small

American Army'that would ' invade' Europe with four to six foot dishes
and eleclronics in tow. "lt is iust another example of the 'Ugly-Amer-

ican'telling the Europeans what to do and how to do it!" I was warned.
Since my whole concept was that the 'American TVRO Industry'
would be on stage here, we wanted to use this opportunity to show off
our American technology. The l istener, a Turner guy, didn't  respond
to'the f lag' as I hoped.

So the project drifted into oblivion. That didn't stop Turner's people
from coming back to me several times to arrange some contracts
within Europe. They wanted to use European equipment and Euro-
pean installers for some selected TVROs, and, 'would help?' I did, of
course.

Then in mid-September I had a pair of cal ls in one day from Turner
people. " l f  we can el iminate the large American contingent and i f
everyone will pay their own way, the projecl is back on," I was told. I
knew the alternative was that they would find somebody else to
oversee the project. I felt obliged to accept their terms since rt was ob-
vious that Turner was going to 'run' with my 'launch idea' afterall. I
didn't really care if Ted made the front cover of Time for his effort(s) of
course: I  hooed he would.

As I prepare this, the details are falling into place. There could still
be some hitches and it still may not fly, of course. What I don't want to
lose control of here is the' image'that 'TVRO was born and created
in America and it is a gift of the American TVRO industrywhich will
be making it possible for ten leading European heads-of-state to have
ful l t ime access to American television journal ism'. I  think that is a
pretty strong message and as the project matures we will try to keep
you up to date both here and on BORESIGHT (1).

TURNER Spe l ls  CNN'ENC'
Ted Turner's fantasy lo operate a worldwide television network

came a step closer to reality September 30th when he staged a Lon-
don 'inauguration party' for his latest conquest; the continent of
Europe. Turner's CNN, long scheduled to arr ive in Europe on Sep-
tember 15th, began testing on that date and after two weeks ol testing
the service took off with a gala celebration late on September 30th.
Europe may never be the same.

Turner's plans were kept under wraps unti l  close to the end; f i rst,
they had announced, CNN would go to Europe for use by SMATV and
cable systems. CNN, the 'American' version, was going to be trans-
ported intact from a new Atlanta uplink (6 GHz up) to an Intelsat satel-
lite situated at 27.5 west. There, because this is one of the new 'V'

series birds, the signal would be 'cross-strapped' internally from the 6
GHz upl ink to an 11 GHz downlink. Normally, signals that go up at 6
come down at 4 (those that go up at 14 come down at 11). Turner
wanted to get into Europe, and onto Ku band, the least expensive way.
He rented/leased a f ull Ku band transponder (54 MHz wide) f rom Intel-
sat for this purpose. He is using half of that transponder (27 MHz\ Ior
his new'ENC' service. ENC?

That was part of the 'surprise'. ENC loosely translates 'European

News Channel' and to back it up, the second part of the surprise; a
brand new studio in Atlanta which is devoted totally to operation of
the ENC service.

Rather than take CNN or CNN/2 or some mixture of the two into
Europe, with all of that 'American' flavor, Turner looked into his crystal
ball and decided that with the rapid growth predicted for cable and
SMATV in Europe, his best of chance of 'compettng'with other prom-

1/ BORESIGHT TVRO Program airs each Thursday at 9 PM east-
ern t ime, F4.TR20.
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ised all-Europe news channels was to, in fact, be Europe (an). ENC
fills that need and while you will have to travel to Europe to view the
service, it features an entirely new on-air look which can best be de-
scribed as 'Pan-European' in scope. Nobody is likely to accuse Ted of
being 'just another Ugly American'when they view this exported ser-
vice.

Turner aides have been nervous for many months about the
launching of CNN in Europe. They have also been slugging it out on
European turf with the reguldtors of European telecommunications;
people who can turn thumbs down and keep Turner's service out of
hotels, condominiums, apartments and communities all across
Europe. One of Turner's reflex actions when presented with this oos-
sibility was to tailor 'ENC' so it looked only slightly 'American'.

ENC consists of three distinct 'parts'. With a 24 hour day to work
with, and with the'center 'of Europe running 5 and 6 hours 'ahead'of

Atlanta (local time), there were serious reasons why CNN might not
play well long term, after the novelty of it all wore off European view-
ers. By taking day-parts out of CNN, other day-parts out of CNN2, and
then molding it altogether with a custom service from new 'ENC'

studios, and backed by a dedicated ENC statf, Turner's new Euro-
pean service speaks 'European'with no more American 'accent'than

necessary.

Turner's acquisition of a full Intelsal transponder, but his decision
to only use half of it at this time suggests that down the road he has
ample room built into his European service to expand by 1 O0%. A task
force has been studying how (and when) to best utilize that additional
transponder capacity. For the moment, any service that sounds or
looks too much like it is'American'will probably not get serious consid-
eration. Turner's people realize that if they can resist the temptation to
create another American channel, but rather stick to employing
proven American programming and production techniques with a
keen eye on who the audience is, they stand a far better chance of
commercial success.

ACCEPTING Advertising
In this great race to control and direct men's minds concerning

scrambling and fair scrambled program pricing, there is the action of
the programmers themselves to consider. CNN and others now
routinely advise viewers with private dishes to send money or risk
being "illegal." I understand they are measuring their 925 checks in
'hundreds' rather than thousands at CNN. That doesn't suggest to me
that alot of people feel as obligated to pay as CNN would like you to be-
lieve when you absorb their message on the air.

To reach viewers more directly, CNN, Showtime, HBO and others
have created some print-media advertising. This advertising is de-
signed to appear in the various satellite program guides and a handful
of the satellite dealer publications. CNN and HBO, for example, are
using the same (Atlanta, Georgia based) advertising agency to create
these' infor-mercials. '

The advertisements tell readers basically that same thing which
CNN and ESPN on{he-air messages tell viewers. That, in the view of
CNN (et,al), watching their programming is illegal unless you send
money. Even if they are not yet scrambled. They cite the 1984 legisla-
tion as their legal foundation for their payment requests

When the Atlanta advertising agency first contacted the various
publications concerning scheduling these ads, there was an instant
hiccup in the TVRO publishing world. "Should we accept their ad-
vert isements?" each publisher pondered. SPACE quickly said they
could not and would not advise publishers on this matter although they
would be 'pleased' if the publishers did not run the ads. What SPACE
would not do, several suppliers did do. Somehow alerted to the pend-
ing advertisements, several of th major hardware suppliers called
around to advise the individual publishers that "lf you accept and run
those advertisements, you may never see an advertisement from us
again..." Yes, that sounds like coercion to me, also.
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On the surface, the CNN et al advertisements are not that dis-
pleasing. You've probably seen several by now. CNN and SPACE do
not agree on two things, as we all know:

1 ) They don't agree on whether or not a service such as CNN can
arbitrarily set rates ($25 a year for two services); SPACE says the
1984 law, and the debate in Congress before the law was passed,
clearly states there must be'marketplace negotiat ion'of rates.
This was, of course, Keith Lamonica's question on 'FM America.

"How can SPACE say the CNN rates are not fair without mar-
ketplace negotiation, and then allow Viewers First to step in and
TELL us that their rate is $7.95 per month? Where was the negoti-
ation with Viewers First???"

2) The two do not agree on the rate itself ; CNN says that the rates
are very fair (see CSD/2 report on the Brown/Eff ros debate for Sep-
tember 1sth) while SPACE says they are 1,000% too high.
Accepting an advertisement in which CNN and HBO (and others)

'state their position'to our consumer world is in effect providing space
for a'paid editorial. '  Some have l ikened i t  to accepting pol i t ical adver-
t ising during a heated elect ion campaign.

On the other hand, if we are really in a 'war' here, a battle for survi-
val and ult imate ' independent (control) of TVRO retai l ing, 'why should
a publication totally dependent upon the present TVRO industry for its
livelihood provide even a forum for the guys who seem to be boresigh.
ted on taking us apart and ki l l ing us off ?

I have a suggestion, as I often do.
I believe that we can arrive at a Jormula which determines the

amount of 'page space' consumed by the programming advertise-
ments in al l  of the program guides and dealer publ icat ions in a given
month; October for example. Let's assume that is amounts to 0.5%
(one half of one percent). Now, that same formula appl ied to HBO and
CNN and ESPN (et al) 'air t ime'would tel l  us how many minutes per
month lvould also equal their broadcast month at 0.57". lt works out to
3.6 hours per month.

Now, we will accept their advertisements at our regular page
space rates, provided they will accept an equivalent amount of
programming which we wil l  produce through SPACE for air ing orr
their networks. l'll be happy to volunteer to be producer for that air
t ime. No charge.

This gives the publishers an easy out; they get their advertising re-
venue and they cannot be accused of turning down advertisements
which come from the enemy camp. We, in turn, get a face saving op-
portunity to speak directly to the home cable viewers about our plight.
Everyone is treated Jairly.

While you are mull ing that over in your mind, a bit  of history which I
happen to think is important lo recall.

When I published cable TV's first trade magazine ( TV Horizons)
back in January o{ 1960, all of my advertising revenue was from
hardware suppliers. They included BlonderTongue, SKL, Jerrold, and
others who at the same time sold cable amplifiers, antennas, and so
on. By 1975, when I was publishing CATJ magazine, our advert ising
was about 957o from hardware suppliers but a new category was start-
ing; programmers. Within three years from the HBO start in 1975, our
advertising revenue had flipped; more than 50% was coming from
'software'or programming suppliers such as HBO.

Hardware suppliers had cut back, way back. They did this between
1975 and 1978 because during the late 70s the inlense competit ion
in cable hardware sales slacked oft. From several dozen firms oroduc-
ing l ine ampli f iers and cable, we dwindled to about f ive. The rest were
gobbled up in acquisitions or they simply could not compete anymore
with the big boys.

For the cable trade press, the rapid groMh of software firms such
as Showtime, ESPN, and others was a timely blessing. Had software
not come along when it did, the advertising fortunes in CATV publish-
ing would have dried up very abruptly. As it turned out, fortunately for
CATV publishers, as the hardware advertising dove-tailed off, the
software advertising grew so the net change was only slight. Today,
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more than 8070 of the CATV trade publication advertising is software.

The day wil l  come when the same thing occurs in TVRO;through a
combination of product maturity (i.e. state of the art, final designs are
reached with the hardware) and dealer network maturity (believe it or
not, someday'parttime installers'will go away!), the need to promote
heavily will disappear. Advertising budgets will be slashed as OEMs
look for better ways to control expenses, or methods of retaining profit
margins in the face of increased competition. There won't be 30 re-
ceiver suppliers and 50 antenna suppliers; there will be ten or fewer of
each. Software advertising, is different however.

Every new day, every new month brings new software. Each
new piece of software (whether a new network, a new marketing
scheme or simple a new program series) will need to be 'an-

nounced' and 'promoted.' And in this great transition we'll see
our myriad of dealer magazines run into hard times and those
that survive will emphasize away from equipment and towards
programming. Because programming, software, is where the
bucks wil l  be.

So it takes special guys today to be in the guide business and to
turn down the {irst, leading edge of programmer advertising from the
sofiware people. I suspect that these software people will have long
memories, that in addition to passing up a few thousand quick bucks
this month by refusing to accept their advertisements, the publishers
who have turned down these CNN et al advertisements may be in a
difficult catch-up posture a year or two from now when hardware ad-
vertising begins to dwindle and software advertising comes on
strongly.

I 'm not the only guy who sees this, o1 course. Any publisher in our
lield with any sense of history and common sense at all realizes what
is happening and what will happen. So it takes special guts, and a
special brand of dedication, to stand up today and say 'No thank you,
lwill not accept that CNN (HBO, etc.) advertising because ldo not
believe it is in the best interests of our industry!

Several years down the road, itwill be the software people who rule
our world. Hardware, then mature and then no longer excit ing, wi l l
have taken a back seat to the real product we have been 'selling' all
along;entertainment, education, enl ightenment. What appears on the
tube and in the speakers is what TVRO is really all about and those
who forget that 'Jocus' now will pay a horrendous competitive price
years from now.

POLAR-FEED Update
In our report concerning the events at the Nashville Show in the

September 1sth issue, writing about the events at the Nashville show,
we noted that Eugene P. Augustin had been granted a patent which,
on the surface, seemed at odds with an earlier patent granted to H.
Taylor Howard. At question are the 'origins' of the Polarotor feed de-
vice system.

When we met with Augustin in Nashville, he handed us four typed
pages which related 'his version' of the 'invention of the Polarotor'. His
version has him inventing it, subsequently granting a license for man-
ufacture to Boman Industries, and then Boman and Chaparral going
'at it' in federal court over who had the right to the device. We filed
those Jour pages away for additional research.

Augustin said to me: "l would like to meet Taylor Howard and
talk with him about licensing Chapanal {or my patent." He mentioned
that he had already licensed Boman; a fact I knew. I found Taylor and
asked him if  he would talk with Augustin. He was wil l ing, so I set i t  up
using a corner of the Nashvi l le 'press room' early one morning. The
two, it would turn out, had not met previously. The meeting went
smoothly and Augustin repeated his offer to license Chaparral. Taylor
sard he was interested - but since this was the first time he had seen
the patent, he would have to study it and talk it over with his Chapanal
'partner,' Bob Taggart. Taylor noted: "l see value in the combination
of the two patents (his own and Augustin's) since between the two, we
can put a stop to these 'off-shore' copies (he actually mentioned a
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Echosphere Gorp,: Because
somebody has to go first.

Going first requires innovative
thinking. Taking the risks to turn
ideas into reality. Plotting the
course fur others to follow.

Echosphere Corporation has
been the leader in TVRO since the
industry's inception. Leadership
which has made us the most
respected distributor of home
satellite products and services in
the world. Leadership that is
defining the eourse of the industry.

First with
National Distribution

With Echosphere, you get the
power of our national distribution
network and the thorough under-
standing of your local market
that you'll find at each regional
facility.

First in Product Selection
We're a stocking distributor for

over 60 manufacturers.

First with
Same Day Shipping

Echosphere is the first truly
national distributor. Our five
locations-Knoxville, Dallas,
Denver, Phoenix and Sacramento-
allowus to provide normal delivery
nationwidein only 48 hours.

First in
Competitive Pricing

We buy in large volume and
pass the savings on to you.

First in
Product Knowledge

Our sales people are knowledge-
able professionals, not order-takers.

First in Dealer Support
We provide excellent support

with dealer financing, co-op
advertising, technical service and
dealer training seminars.

First Internationally
With Echosphere International,

our commitment doesn't stop at
the border.

First in
Satellite Development

Antares, our 12 GHz satellite
project means a bright future for
our dealers.

Become Part of the
First Team

The finest products, first-rate
service, competitive prices and a
commitment to excellence in all
we do have made Echosphere the
leader in the satellite television
industry. Call us today and dis-
cover why working with the leader
is the fast track to first place.

*Cail Toll Free Nationwide {Sffi-S2{'9282
5571 Warehds Way 2510 W. Gqeva Or. 1925 \ry, Darlmouth Ave. 3901 La Reunion Parkway
Sacrailento, CA 9582S Tehp€, AZ 85282 Eilglew@d, CO 801 10 Oafae, fX 75212
916-381 -5084

10536 Lexington DdYe
(nopi0e, TN 37922
615.965-4114

'0ealers OnFy

602-431.09@ 303'75r'4782 214-630-8525

The Distributor That Makes A Ditference.



O l.lniden Corpo.arion ofAmerica l9g5

For 1,ears, no one u,.as quite
good enough.

No one satellite dish antenna
quite po.ssessed the exceptional
standards of performance that
L'niden receivers do.

So we had to create one.
Introducing the Uniden UST110.

An incredibl,v durable, lightweight
satellite dish antenna. The perfect
match fcr the Uniden line of re-
ceivers and system components.

The UST110 fearures an exclu-
sive Uniden all,extruded-aluminum
design with expanded mesh
pane-ls, a 5-step baked-on painted
weather coating, plus an extra-
rigid, i-reat-treated rib design that

maintains high parabolic accurao,l
Ant l  to  l im the t  ST l l0  thcre-s 

-

our  ldv lnt 'ed l ine of  prec is ion
antenna positioners.

Like our economical LIST710 and
our full.v programmable [JST730.

So contact lour local authorized
Lh-riden distributor. Or call toll free
1 800-582 5360. In Canada call
1-800 663 0296. And find out how
,vou can start stocking the entire
line of Uniden Satellite Television
Svstems. Including our exceptional
receivers and our UST-110 satellite
antenna.

It might not be a match made in
heaven. But itls close.

ffirntden"
\ X i r t  u i t l r I  r r i t l t . r r  i n  r i 5

FONETF MEIJBEF OF

ag trE
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ELENA-DAMAGED 12-foot Paraclipse antennas typically sepa-
rated f rom their mounts after more than 30 hours in sustained 75
miles per hour winds.

a seashell. lt was this extended battering of winds, just under and right
at the official 'Hurricane Force' (75 miles per hour), which provided the
testing grounds.

TVRO dealer Rick Towers of Jersey Jim Towers TV in Clearwa-
ter (Florida) has been a solid-backer and supporter of Paraclipse
mesh antennas since the antennas first became available. Rick has
been selling the antennas so long that he has installed almost every
engineering variation Paraclipse has created. Rick lost 18 of the
Paraclipse antennas during Elena.

Towers concentrates on mid and high-end systems, and has a
reputation in the Tampa Bay area as being 'the best installer'and the
best 'TVRO engineer around'. CSD has been working on a story cov-
ering one of his unique installations for several months and is sched-
uled for our November issue. Rick knows his antennas.

"When the storm hit over Labor Day weekend, we were out of
town. I would have liked to have been able to be on hand to witness
the stresses these antennas were taking" he notes. He had to settle
for traveling around after the storm, photographing and picking up the
oieces. He continues:

"One of the main reasons we continued to handle the
Paraclipse antennas, even when copies came along thatwould
have saved us several hundred dollars per antenna, was that
we believed the Paraclipse testing done and documented with
advertising copy. We believed the dishes were strong
enough to take the punishment of a hurricane."

And the 1 8 antennas that did not survive?
Those that failed had two things in common;first, they were

all in a certain geographic region, near the coast and where the
winds stayed over 70 miles per hour for more than 30 hours.
Second, each antenna that failed in this region failed in the
same way; the dish simply 'lifted' off the pole mount and blew
away. The dish surfaces were damaged when they ran into
something, like an edge of a roof or the ground. The clips
stayed in place, the mesh stayed in place."

The mounts which suffered the damage were not of the pre-
sent mount "generation." Towers reports that early Paraclipse
mounts, along.with the present series mounts, survived OK.

In that series of mounts, the theory was that a heavy piece
of stranded wire would catch and hold the antenna if it some-
how worked loose on the mount. lt did not. When the antenna
worked and worked OK for some 30 hours plus, metal fatigue fi-
nally occurred. Hardware snapped and the dish apparently
lifted from the mount and dangled free."
"At first I was very upset because I felt that an antenna tested for

hurricane survival should survive a hurricane! Then, I realized that
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MULTI-ROOM TELEVISION

SYSIEM

Wholesaleand Retail Sales

Use Your Wireless Control

FROM ANY ROOM!
Works with most infrared
remote control receivers or VCR's.

\s#

800.545-3522
In Wisconsin 800-362-7212

(Authorized Video Link" Distributor)
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SOME of the antennas lifted and fell into relative safety behind a
roofline, inflicting roof damage in some cases....

this was a very unusual situation, even for a hurricane. The prolonged
battering of the winds, 30 hours and more, had to be a much more
severe test than simply cranking up a wind machine and tossing sev-
eral thousand gallons of water at the mesh surface."But most of all, I was very pleased with the backup support I got
from the people at Paraclipse. They offered to send down all of the re-
pair and replacement parts we needed, prompfly. All they asked in re-
turn was a set of photographs so their engineers could study where
the damaqe was and how they might prevent it next time. Of course
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OTHERS flew ofl the mounts with enough force to land in a yard.
Note that except where the mesh was damaged in the fall, the
clips stayed in place and the mesh was still taut and intact.

the fact that their current mounting system did not come apar.t had to
mean something to them."

Doubtless hundreds, and probably thousands, of other TVRO an-
tennas were damaged by Elena. CSD would appreciate photo-
graphs and reports from dealers along the Gulf Coast who were
faced with cleaning up after Elena, and dealer summations of the an-
tennas and actuators which took the brunt of the storm with onlv minor
(or no) problems.
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B E H O L D  T H EN E W

RECEIVER

RULING THE DYNASTY.
Royal Sat rules with leadership, craftsman-
ship, and dedication - the auspicious
beginnings of a new TVRO dynasty.

As a subsidiary of Daewoo Corporation,
Royal Sat brings you the toughest
technology, backed by the strength of a
mighty electronics industry empire.
Dealers benefit from our direct sales and
national co-op advertising as well as our

01985 ROYAI, SAT

world-wide telecommunications network.
We follow the trends in national and
international markets, keeping you on the
cutting edge of product development.

All this, plus good old-fashioned service
in the form of promotional packages and
dealer visits by sales reps and technicians,

Not to mention our ever-expanding line
of products. The Royal Sat lineage has
just begun.



DYNAST}:  ROYAL SAT

LONG LIVE THE KING!
SR-12O Receiver: Our premier crown
F,*.1^. Supcrio.r qualirv ai rhe righr price.
l  ne r l rs t  rn  a long l ine of  TVRO lcaders.

THE HEIR APPARENT.
BR-IOO Receiver: This block
downconversion svstem is depenciable,
reiiable, and user-friendly, without
sacr i f ic ing h igh per formance.  A r rue
inheritor of the Ro1,al Sat traclition.

Behold the beginning of
in TVRO, Join our Royal
with a leader.

BR-lOO RECEIVER

a new dynasty
Family, and stay

\
- 0

#SAT
1055 West Victoria Street (Daewoo Building)
P.O. Box 5269 . Compton, California 9O22O
TLX 499SS38 SMCLA o phone 213t637_3663
Outside California t-900-824_5860
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IN STOCK IN TAMPA

DX COMMUNICATIONS
Receivers & Accessories

Paraclipse
16 Foot Antenna
12 Foot Antenna
12 Foot Powder Coated Antenna
9 Foot Antenna

Actuator Rib Mounting Bracket

CHAPARRAL
Polarotor I and Polarotor ll
Tune Feed Polarotor I for Paraclipse

HOUSTON TRACKER SYSTEMS
All Models

=: :==_-= :
=_:E - = 5{=: REcEIVERS

PROMAR, INC.
4912 W. LaSal le St.
Tampa, Fl. 33607

SPACE VISION LNAs
STS/MBS SYSTEMS

CALL TOLL FREE
FOR PRICES

813t876-7677
TELEX: 52-825
1-800-237-2903
1-800-282-7713

We Help You Selt!
. SATELLITE TV BASTCS ll-Fevrsed

Sales-Aid-Explains Satellite TV to vour
customers. 14 min.

. SATELLITE MAGIC-Presents ALL the
Sgteilite-Ptggramming-with togos and
clips. 12 min.

. INSTALLING SATELLITE
Training tape-Presents the basic
installation principals common to ALL
antennas. 31 min.

VHS or BETA 614-97g-6292
SHELBURNE FITMS

54545 SR 681
Reedsvilte, Ohio 45772

l5t4l 37&629t
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Now you know what USS has been doing for the last nine months . . .

PRESENTING OUR BOUNCING BABY

;:

The Best of a
Strong Family Line.
Featuring:
o On Screen Display of Operating Func-

tions Displays selected satell i te,
transponder, volume level, and audio
mode momentarily and automatically.

a True Quartz Synthesized Tuning.

a Total Programming Capabil it ies Allows
user to program in satell i te locations, fre-
quently watched transponders along with
audio levels and stereo audio modes for
automatic retrieval.

a Block Down Conversion

o Seleclive Parental Lock-out allows a
specific transponder to be locked out for
parental discretion without affecting other
transponders on the designated satell i te.

o Soft Touch Conlrols

o Prima Picture Quality 400 Mhz Linear
Phase Locked Looo Demodulator has the
lowest threshold in the industry affording
the finest receotion available.

a UHF Full Function Remote Control.

o Complete Descrambler Compatability
No modification reouired. Macom Video
cipher l l and Oak Orian, tested for true
compatabil ity with all signal descrambling

USS/Maspro's latest creation, the SR-3, is the birth of a new generation of
satel l i te receivers. This paramount blend of simplicity and sophist ication of-
fers you not just an outstanding value, but rather, a state of the art invesl
ment. l t 's undeniably "high tech", but i t 's so user fr iendly that operating i t  is
sheer chi ld's play. Quite simply, i t  doesn't get any better than thisl

The features are endless. Equipped with built-in actuator controller and
stereo processor, you won't find a system more complete. Yes, it's the
system of tomorrow brought to you today. So look for the delivery of the
SR-3 and see why, once again, USS has set the pace for industry standards
by being there f irst!

St. Hi laire,  MN 56754
Phone 21 8-681-56'1 6
WATTS 1-800-328-7733 Fax 21 8-681 -31 94



IIITRODUCIIIG THE R.5IOO B1OCK RECEIUTR
Now SAT-TEC offersyou a
new dimension in sofellite
TV entertainment-free-
dorn of choice.

At lqst-hereb fhe end
fo the 'Trthich chonnel
should we watch?"
debafes. You con enjoy '!
your fovorite sqfeliife ',.
Wprogramwhile the
resf of fhe fom ily wotches
their f qvo rif e sof elli te
chonnel on anotlrer TVsef.
SAT-TEC's new R-5100 block
receiver mokes if easier fhan
ever beforc you wofch your fqvorite progrqm
R-stoo-T1Errpsr she woithes her fovorite progrom
AFEORDABLEBLOSK he wotrhes his fqvorite progrom

EiF:rIm#,-u,::.#:#,W#"- it's eosy wifh sAr'rE('s R'5100
abJe block receiver tho�t's relioble,
too. The R-5100's new-genercrtion circuitry delivers
unsurposse d pe rt o rm onc e o,nd picfu r e qu olity. And it
hcl,s te c:fiires you won't find on msny other units, such
as the convenjenf A/B switch thot outomoticolly
swit che s y ou r TV f rom the VHF to the d jsh crntenno. The
R-5100 intertoces with the Polqrotorf", doublingyour

- qble performonce. The
downconverfer is cr corn-

merciol-grode unit with s
D"RO (Dieiectric resonotor os-

cillotor) circuit thot gn:ords
ogoinst signol fluctuqtions
due fo outsjde tempercfure

voriqtions. The result is super-
sfob.le incoming signols for o

beoutilul picture.

MAXIMITM ENTERTAINMENT
FOR THEWHOLE FAMIET

It you're seriously consideringr investing in a sofellife
W system, consider the benefits fhe R-5100 block
receiver con offer. You hove the freedom to wotch ony
chonnelyouwq.n| inpeqce, while everyone else does
flre scme. You con even shore o dishwith one or more of
your neighbors, thereby minimizing your investment

while moximizing your W entertoinment
Ask your de oier to show you the new

dimension in sofellile TY entertoinment.
Askfor o demonstrcrfion olthe block
receiver thof 's relicrble ond ecrsy fo
own-the SAT-T E C R-5 I 0 0.

in feafures lhof insure
consisfenfly shorp and

cle ar pictures. Circuit
boords cre plcrf ed fhrough,
nof just on the surtace, fot
good, sfrongsolde r joints. A

built - in c ry st o1- c ontr o 1l e d
.r modulqtor gives you od-
T ditiondlinsurqnce of reli-

viewing copability, cnd o skew con-
trol eosily ad;usts the polo.rotor for
optimum pertormonce. AGC (outo-
mqtic goin control) and AFC (outo-
motic tine tune) sre sfcndqrd, built- S.R['TEC SALES' INC.

2575 Baird Roqd
Penfield, N.Y 14526

(716) s86-3950
Telex 466735 RAMSEYCI




